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LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

‘Gidday & Welcome’
to the 2017 edition of
IMPORTANT NOTICE:

GO WEST has been created by us the organisers of the
all new Down Under Rally.

As cruisers ourselves we believe Australia is a MUST SEE
destination for all those who have crossed the Pacific.

When viewing this electronic version
of GO WEST all the text that is
underlined provides you with a link
to an external website so that you
can do your own research about
these locations.

Like many before us we ‘cut the lines’ and departed in
search of adventure and new experience. We joined the
cruising community or as we like to say the ‘Nautical
Nomads’.
Before becoming Nautical Nomads we cruised ‘in our
backyard’, the east coast of Australia in various craft from
launches to yachts.
We also ‘Land Cruised’ our country and have seen much of
our ‘Land Down Under’.
Having recently spent an extended period back in Australia
we once again found ourselves cruising in our backyard
and we realised just how unique and cruiser friendly
Australia really is.
During our time cruising in the Pacific we have become
aware that Australia is often overlooked or discounted as
a destination by the cruising community for many reasons,
most of which are the result of misunderstanding & or
misinformation.
In part we believe the reason for this is that there is no
readily available up-to-date information that provides
cruisers with an overview about visiting Australia.
The goal of GO WEST is to share some of what we
know about Australia and invite the cruising community
to come ‘SUMMER DOWN UNDER’.
Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
John Hembrow
Director
Email: downunderrally@gmail.com
Website: www.downunderrally.com

INTERESTED IN ADVERTISING IN THE NEXT
EDITION OF ‘GO WEST’ MAGAZINE?
You can contact me on the above details

©2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
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WHY CHOOSE BUNDABERG
AS YOUR ‘DOWN UNDER RALLY’ PORT OF ENTRY?

The Down Under Rally has chosen Bundaberg for the 2017 ‘Go West’ Rally
over other destinations because we believe Bundaberg is better
suited to service the needs of our rally participants...
Some of the unique advantages the Port of Bundaberg & the
Bundaberg Port Marina have over other Australian ports of arrival are:
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

The Port of Bundaberg is the closest 			
Australian Port of Entry from New Caledonia
thus reducing passage time and the risk of 		
participants encountering adverse weather
conditions on route.
The Port of Bundaberg offers, all-weather, 		
deep-water access, with much less likelihood 		
of encountering concentrated shipping traffic 		
on approach to the port than many of the
other Queensland & NSW Port of Entry
Professional and friendly Customs and
Biosecurity Officers that specialise in small 		
craft arrival.
Inward clearance takes place at Bundaberg 		
Port Marina which is located only one nautical 		
mile from the entrance to the river
Bundaberg is the gateway to the Southern 		
Great Barrier Reef and World Heritage listed 		
Fraser Island meaning there is some
sensational cruising on offer right on your 		
doorstep.
Largest dry storage facility on the East Coast 		
of Australia with a modern sealed hardstand 		
area , professional staff and competitive rates.
Relaxed marina with quality berths, clean 		
amenities, WIFI and a courtesy bus into the city
of Bundaberg.

© 2017 Dow n Under Rally Pty Ltd

•
•
•

Walking distance to the township of Burnett
Heads shopping village, Hotel/Motel, Sports
Club
Walking distance to quite, uncrowded beaches
and parklands
Great base for ‘Land Cruising’ (traveling by 		
road) to discover the inland beauty that 		
Australia has to offer.

“

We have personally spent time in the Port
of Bundaberg with our base being the Bundaberg
Port Marina on several occasions and we always feel...

Safe, Welcome & At Home!

”

Go West 2017 Edition
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NEW CALEDONIA OR VANUATU TO AUSTRALIA
The primary goal of the Down Under ‘Go West’ Rally is to provide those who are heading
‘Down Under’ with a professional & informative introduction to Australia and to ensure you
receive current and accurate information prior to your departure and when you arrive.

JOIN THE 2017 ‘GO WEST’ RALLY &
GET THESE GREAT BENEFITS
Your standard Australian yacht clearance fees
are INCLUDED in the Rally Entry Fee.
• The Down Under Rally will pay the fees associated 		
with the initial biosecurity pratique & timber inspection
of all vessels that are registered participants of the
2017 Down Under ‘Go West’ Rally who arrive in the Port
of Bundaberg, during normal working hours, between 		
1st October 2017 & the 10th November 2017.
• Down Under Rally Guide to Visiting Australia, which includes
our comprehensive Australian Arrival Instructions.
• SSB / HF Radio Position Reporting for passage to Australia.
• Free Down Under Rally Welcome Week events - including
cruising Down Under presentations.
• The chance to WIN PRIZES valued at over $6000.00 		
including 4 x free haul outs.
• Meet and mingle with friendly local cruisers with valuable
knowledge.
• Down Under Cruisers Rally T-shirts x 2
• Down Under Rally Flag x 1

• Port Moselle Marina, New Caledonia - 15% Discount on 		
Marina Fees for up to 15 days.
• Scarborough Marina - 10% Discount on Marina Fees on 		
your first visit. Extra discounts also offered on Haul Outs,
Hardstand and the long stays at the marina.
• Kenco Galvanizing in Bundaberg - 10% discount off 		
galvanising your anchor and or anchor chain.
• Captains Chandlery Bundaberg - 5% discount on all 		
purchases.
• Free rigging inspection when you visit Everything Marine at
the Boat Works Gold Coast

You Choose your own date of departure from
New Caledonia or Vanuatu. The Bundaberg Port Marina
will be open to participants in the 2017 Down Under
‘Go West’ Rally from 1st October - 10th November 2017
Rally participants are free to arrive in Bundaberg at
any time during this period.

DISCOUNTS & SPECIAL OFFERS FROM
OUR RALLY PARTNERS INCLUDING:
• Bundaberg Port Marina - 15% Discount on Marina Fees for
the first 15 days plus other great offers for extended stays*
• Bundaberg Port Marina Hardstand deals
(get up to 1 week free hardstand)
• Bundaberg Port Marina Dry Storage Deals
(Pay for 3 months and get an extra 4 week free).

Summer Down Under

www.downunderrally.com

RALLY ENTRY FEE: AUD$495.00
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A FUN & INFORMATIVE INTRODUCTION TO AUSTRALIA!
‘Go West’ Rally participants are invited to attend Welcome Week in Bundaberg
from the 6th -12th November 2017.
The Welcome Week social activities below are
included in the Rally Entry Fee:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free daily return shuttle bus service to local
shops & the city
Invitation for two to attend the DUR Welcome 		
Cocktail Party. (Includes live entertainment canapés
and welcome drink on arrival)
Mud Crab Races
Backyard Cricket
Beer & Prawn Party (free beer & prawns for all)
Cruisers Cove Hootenanny /Jam sessions
Pot Luck Dinners & BBQ’s
Free Yoga Classes by Yoga4Yachties
Invitation for two to DUR Done & Dusted Party.
(Includes canapés and welcome drink on arrival
plus live band)

Informative presentations are a part of the
Welcome Week calendar & included in the
Rally Entry Fee:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aussie 101 Presentation: Surviving & Thriving
Down Under
VHF Channels & Weather Down Under Presentation
East Coast Cruising Presentation - Bundaberg to 		
Gold Coast
East Coast Cruising Presentation - Gold Coast to 		
Sydney
East Coast Cruising Presentation - Bundaberg to 		
Cairns and Beyond
East Coast Cruising Presentation - Sydney to 		
Tasmania
Land Cruising Down Under Presentation

*Tours to local attractions:
You will have the opportunity to join tours and visit local
attractions including: Bundaberg Rum Distillery, Hinkler
Hall of Aviation, Snakes Down Under Reptile Park & Zoo,
Wineries, Boutique Breweries
* Tour fees apply

For more information, go to: www.downunderrally.com
Pty Ltd
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SW Pacific
VANUATU & NEW CALEDONIA - THE BEST HAS BEEN SAVED UNTIL LAST!

People of Vanuatu

Anchorage in New Caledonia

Like many of you reading this, Leanne & I have
also crossed the Pacific from east to west.
By the time we had arrived in Tonga we realized that
there is NO WAY you can see all that the Pacific has to
offer in just one season.
We were fortunate, as before we made our Pacific
crossing, we had previously spent time sailing and
exploring both Vanuatu and New Caledonia, so we were
not too concerned that we would be missing these
destinations this time around. However, to miss Vanuatu
and New Caledonia would be a tragedy!
Both countries offer some very special experiences
and when you have sailed as far as you have, it is a
great shame to spend only a short time cruising these
locations, or worse still, sailing past!
Both New Caledonia and Vanuatu are destinations that
deserve to have at least a few weeks dedicated to each,
discovering the many unique experiences and idyllic
anchorages that they offer visiting yachts.

Vanuatu and New Caledonia can be returned to from
either New Zealand or Australia after cyclone season
and the Island Cruising Association (ICA) of New Zealand
and the Down Under Rally (DUR) of Australia run rallies
to these counties each year from New Zealand and
Australia respectively.
Both the ICA and the DUR can provide you with
information about how and when to go about making
the return voyage to Vanuatu and New Caledonia, from
either New Zealand or Australia.
www.islandcruising.co.nz
www.downunderrally.com.au
Of course we (The Down Under Rally) would love you to
choose Australia as your cyclone season destination, but
no matter where you choose to spend cyclone season,
you can return in the next SW Pacific cruising season and
experience the tranquility and uniqueness of these two
countries at a much less frantic pace.
If your cruising clock is ticking and returning to Vanuatu
and New Caledonia is not an option for you, then it is
likely that New Zealand is also not on your cruising
itinerary and that you will either be headed for Australia
or maybe the Marshall islands.
If that is the case, then you will really need to keep
on moving if you have any chance of seeing some of
Vanuatu and New Caledonia’s highlights.

Land Diving in Pentecost Island, Vanuatu
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On the following pages you will find some information
about Vanuatu and New Caledonia that we hope will help
with planning your next visit.

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Discover Vanuatu

A TIMELESS LAND RICH IN HISTORY AND CULTURE
Vanuatu is a fantastic cruising destination that has plenty
of unique experiences to offer the visiting yachts, yet
many sail passed and miss the opportunity to experience
a land that is both mystical & pure, just as it was decades
ago. This is a not to be missed destination!
Vanuatu’s culturally rich, indigenous society exists in
harmony amongst the stunning surrounding scenery.
The lovely people of Vanuatu are both warm and
welcoming and many of those who have cruised in
Vanuatu say that Vanuatu is the ‘highlight of their Pacific
cruising.’
Vanuatu has two very accessible and active volcanoes,
absolutely stunning natural beauty and scenery
throughout the country, amazing waterfalls cascading
from high cliffs into the sea, unique cultural spectacles,
numerous pristine and unspoiled bays and anchorages to
choose from, as well as great fishing and diving.
Those who have cruised in Vanuatu say that what they
like most about Vanuatu are the outer/remote islands and
communities, which offer visiting yachts experiences that
truly are second to none!

Mt. Yasur - an active volcano located on Tanna Island, Vanuatu

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Local fresh produce market in Port Vila.

LANGUAGE
In Vanuatu there are over 100 native languages, because
of this, the people decided to make a language that
everyone could understand and speak, this language is
called Bislama.
Bislama is a fun language that you will not only get the
hang of quickly, but also have a lot of fun doing so!
English

Bislama

Hello

Halo

Good Morning

Gud Moning

Good Night

Gud Naet

How are you?

Olsem wanem?

I’m ok

i oraet nomo

How much is this?

Hamas long hemia?

Do you know ..?

Yu save? (pronounced savvy)

Thank you very much

Tangkiu tumas

My name is...

Nem blong mi...
Go West 2017 Edition
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WONDERING WHERE TO START YOUR VANUATU DISCOVERY
When arriving in Vanuatu from New Caledonia or Fij,
we suggest starting in the South and making use of the
prevailing SE trades. By doing so it makes it easy to visit
the following islands, which will allow you to experience
much of Vanuatu’s diverse culture and unique locations.
1. TANNA - Port Resolution and the mighty Yasur Volcano.
2. ERROMUNGO - Dillon’s Bay on the west coast.
3. EFATE, PORT VILA - Good place to provision, crew
change, anchor in the bay, take a mooring or tie up at
Yachting World Marina, meet US your shore side
guides, do some repairs or get any chandlery items
that you may need (Port Vila Boatyard), rent a car
and see some sights around the Island. There is
plenty to do in Port Vila. Good restaurants, cafes,
bars a new state-of-the-art cinema and much more…
(www.yachtingworld-vanuatu.com)
4. EFATE - North coast including Havannah harbour
5. TONGOA - diving the Tongoa Wall.
6. EPI - Lamen Bay
7. MASKELYN ISLANDS - on the South East coast of 		
Malekula
8. AMBRYM - Volcano and Cultural dances and local 		
wood carving
9. PENTECOST - home of the Land diving

10. MAEWO - Asanvari Bay, Asanvari Bay Yacht Club, 		
Waterfalls, caves etc.
11. ESPIRITO SANTO - Diving SS President Coolidge,
Oyster Island - blue holes, and the beautiful 		
Champaign Beach and Port Orly.
From Santo you can then choose to either return to
Port Vila to get a better angle to sail back to Noumea or
you could depart from Santo and head to Australia over
the top of New Caledonia via Chesterfield Reef.
We promise that Vanuatu is a destination that will both
mystify and delight you so don’t sail past, come and say
‘Halo’ instead, we know you will be glad you did!

VANUATU CONTACTS:
Vanuatu Yacht Services
(Official Down Under Rally Partners)
www.vanuatuyachtservices.com
https://www.facebook.com/vanuatuyachtservices
Port Vila Boatyard
(Technical support and marine chandlery)
www.portvilaboatyard.com
https://www.facebook.com/portvilaboatyard

INFORMATION FOR YACHTS VISITING VANUATU
The country’s main yachting centre for all provisioning,
yacht repairs, service and support is, Port Vila on the
island of Efate. The iconic Waterfront Bar, at the Yachting
World Marina in Port Vila, on the island of Efate, has
a rich yachtie history. There is seawall berthing for up
to 20-meter yachts, a fuel dock, moorings and other
amenities.

Port Vila also offers a great boatyard & full service
marine centre ‘The Port Vila Boatyard’ (est. 1995).
The Boatyard and their network of reliable partner
businesses, provide a wide-range of quality services and
excellent technical services and support to all the visiting
yachts and local vessels, in the event that any repairs are
needed while cruising in Vanuatu.

YACHT TECHNICAL SERVICES:
The Port Vila Boatyard has haul out and storage
facility for mono hulls (up to 16 meters 24 ton) and for
multihulls (up to 18 meters 20 ton).
They can safely store your vessel out of the water on
insurance approved structural steel cradles in case you
decide to remain in Vanuatu through the cyclone season.
They are also the local agents for Spectra Watermakers
and have a well stocked marine chandlery on site.
The Port Vila Boatyard haulout facilities.
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YACHT SUPPORT:

Vanuatu Yacht Services

(Official Partners of the Down Under Rally)
Vanuatu Yacht Services is your main point of contact
and Vanuatu’s official Down Under Rally partner for all
questions, pre-planning and support while you are in
Vanuatu.

Nothing like local knowledge!
Managing director Justin and his team are able to open
up doors, link you with the right people and help to
make your experience in Vanuatu unforgettable.
They offer inward and outward clearance support,
technical support and logistics and can assist with
provisioning in Port Vila and send fresh provisions up
to the islands for you.

SPECIAL OFFER! SPECIAL OFFER!
Vanuatu Yacht Services is offering to facilitate the
inward clearance of every yacht who visits Vanuatu
for a special one-off fee of just 20,000 VUV
(approx. $180 USD)

In addition to assisting with your clearance we will
be your full time point of contact during your time in
Vanuatu.
We are on call - by phone and or email to answer any
questions, make recommendations of where to go,
what to do and help to coordinate any work that may
be needed for the duration of your stay.
Contact Vanuatu Yacht Services for up to date
information about clearance visa requirements, fees
and procedures for arriving in Vanuatu.

Vanuatu Yacht Services:

Web: www.vanuatuyachtservices.com
Email: info@vanuatuyachtservices.com
Justin Cell: +678 771 9174

By employing us as your agents we will make arriving
in Vanuatu easy and stress free. We can make all
the arrangements for your inward clearance in Port
Resolution, Tanna or Port Vila on Efate.
One stop shop for Vanuatu Cruising Resources:
A detailed cruise itinerary including our contacts in
the islands can be supplied to any yacht that contacts
Vanuatu Yacht Services at anytime. Additionally and
highly recommended is the recently updated Richard
Chesher’s ‘Rocket Guide for Vanuatu’ (Absolute best
cruising guide for Vanuatu). This is the best most
informative cruising guide for Vanuatu.
www.cruising-vanuatu.com

We are here for you to ensure your
Vanuatu experience is the best it can be!

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Any yachts wishing to make use of our special offer
for clearance and our in country support package
should make contact with us in advance of their
departure, from their last port so that you can send
us the documents that we need.
Please don’t try to arrive in Vanuatu without first
notifying either the authorities or Vanuatu Yacht
Services a minimum of 48 hours in advance.
YOU WILL BE FINED IF YOU ARRIVE WITHOUT
HAVING FIRST SUBMITTED AN ADVANCED NOTICE
OF ARRIVAL.
Go West 2017 Edition
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Rocket Cruising Guides to

New Caledonia & Vanuatu

www.cruising-newcaledonia.com www.cruising-vanuatu.com

‘DOWN UNDER’ DISCOUNT
The Down Under Rally are distributors of the rocket guides.
To enquire about buying the guides and having the
Down Under Rally load them directly onto your computer,
go to the following pageof the Down Under Rally website:
www.downunderrally.com/cruising-guides-and-associations

A whole new experience in cruising guides with complete
Cruising and travel information for all of New Caledonia and Vanuatu
Quick, user friendly, interactive program for Windows and Macintosh Computers
Noumea’s First & Exclusive
Yacht, Super Yacht & Mega
Yacht Servicing Agency

As an established yacht agent servicing yachts since the year 2006, we have a
reputable and honourable standing for our prompt professional services. We base
our whole operation on reliable service to yachts and their crew, covering every
aspect of their individual needs. Our staff speak fluent English, French & Spanish,
including all the technical ‘jargon’ unique to the world of yachting. Being a local
company with an established network of suppliers and technicians, we are able to
cater to all your requirements while offering you the best rates for quality services.
We can help with:
• Inbound & Outbound Clearances we do all the running around for 		
you
• Internet connectivity - voice and 		
data sim cards for rental
• Car rental
• Airport transfers
• Boat Part procurement

• Receiving mail & packages from 		
overseas
• Recommend & arrange for
reputable marine trades to carry 		
out repairs
• Tours
• Info about where to cruise &
what to see

We respond quickly and proactively to all requests and we ensure each of our
clients receive top quality supplies and services. Come and Say ‘Hi’ to owner
Hervé Moal when you arrive!
Contact: +687 24 01 23 Gsm: (+687) 79 56 01 or (+687) 98 94 17
Email: nys22s@hotmail.com Website: www.noumeayachtservices.com
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PORT MOSELLE MARINA • NOUMEA • NEW CALEDONIA
Right in the heart of Noumea (22°16.8’S; 166°26.3’E),
Port Moselle offers all the facilities of a modern marina
to local and foreign yachts.
Marina users have at their disposal everything they need
to make their stay a pleasant one: Warm Welcome, HotWater Showers, Fresh Water (tap water is perfectly safe to
drink), Shore Power, Garbage Collection (with selected
sorting for recycling), Used Oil Disposal, Large Car-park,
Mail Service and more.
The Marina has 550 berths afloat, and 90 dry-storage
places. The depth of water is never less than 6m.
Many restaurants and shops are within easy walking
distance, and both the downtown area and the
‘Latin Quarter’ is a 5-minute walk away.
FREE WIFI FOR MARINA CUSTOMERS
PORT MOSELLE MARINA, NOUMEA, NEW CALEDONIA
T: +687 27 71 97 | E: contact@sodemo.nc
W: www.sodemo.nc

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Coral mushrooms, Gadji.Photographer: Chesher (Images New Caledonia)

A worId unto itself...
New Caledonia is a cruisers dream with its incredible lagoon (a
World Heritage site since 2008), the white sandy beaches, the
ancient forests, the untouched landscapes and the endemic
biodiversity (land and sea).
New Caledonia is also a land of ancestral culture and above all,
a land where tradition is still the guiding hand behind social
and festive relationships.

The coral reef of New Caledonia is recognized by the
international community as a hot spot of world biodiversity,
one of the three most extensive reef systems in the world in
an excellent state of preservation.
New Caledonia alone represents nearly 75% of the entire
reef and lagoon surface of all of the French territories. Their
inscription as a UNESCO world heritage site in 2008 is an
international recognition to the richness of its lagoons.
Called the ‘Paris of the South Pacific’, Noumea boasts the
same ambience when it comes to Art, Music and French
Gastronomy. Along with diverse activities such as surfing, kite
surfing, scuba diving, game fishing, trekking, hunting…the only
difficulty is choosing what to do.

Lifou dancers. Photographer: Chesher (Images New Caledonia)

New Caledonia, a land of traditions, also welcomes modern
artists to exhibit work in the art galleries near the Noumea
Museum, which houses the most beautiful collections of
Melanesian tribal art (New Caledonia Museum).

Cascade de La Riviere Ya. Photographer: Chesher (Images New Caledonia)

ONE OF THE BEST CRUISING GROUNDS IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC!
Southern Barrier Reef. Photographer: Chesher (Images New Caledonia)

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
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10 REASONS TO CRUISE NEW CALEDONIA

1

NEW CALEDONIA IS CLOSE TO AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND
New Caledonia is 780 nautical miles from Bundaberg Port
Marina in Queensland and 860 nautical miles from the Bay of
Islands, New Zealand. The passage normally takes less than
a week to or from Australia and about a week to or from New
Zealand. Perfect for the end of a Pacific cruising season.

2

THE BEST NAVIGATIONAL AIDS IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC
New Caledonia has an impressive system of navigational
aids. Reef passes, major routes and all harbours are clearly
marked and lit. The magnificent 56 metre high Amedee
Lighthouse, built in 1862, symbolizes the long standing French
commitment to the maritime community.

3
4

MODERN FULL SERVICE MARINAS
Noumea, the primary port of New Caledonia, can berth yachts
of any size. There are three public marinas and one private
one. The marinas have water, 220vt AC, wireless Internet and
superior marina infrastructure facilities.
EXCELLENT SLIPWAY AND SUPPORT FACILITIES
Nouville Plaisance has a 50 ton travel lift and the Noumea Port
shipyard can take vessels up to 1000 tons. There are three
smaller but excellent slipways in Noumea, including one set up
to handle catamarans and trimarans that are too wide for the
Nouville Plaisance slipway. Noumea has well stocked ship’s
chandleries, competent tradesmen, machine shops, parts and
supplies. High quality fuel is easily available in Noumea.

snorkeller discovers triton shell. Photographer: Chesher (Images New Caledonia)

7

SPRINGTIME ALL YEAR ROUND
Extending from the tropics at 18 degrees South to the
temperate zone at Latitude 23 degrees south, New Caledonia
enjoys one of the nicest climates on our planet. There is
normally a brisk trade wind for sailing and, from December
to May, the chance of a tropical cyclone. But all in all, New
Caledonia’s weather is a delight, made even more perfect
by the luminous colours of the lagoon and the islands in the
sunshine.

8

A FASCINATING BLEND OF CULTURES
Melanesians, Europeans, Vietnamese, Indonesians,
Polynesians, Micronesians, Chinese, and others offer visitors a
wealth of culinary and cultural delights.

The Lifou Market. Photographer: Chesher (Images New Caledonia)

Snorkelling at Ilot Ua . Photographer:

5

THE LARGEST LAGOON IN THE WORLD WITH LOTS OF
EXCELLENT ANCHORAGES
It is a real pleasure to sail New Caledonia’s vast lagoon. The
water is deep, clear and protected by the second longest
barrier reef in the world. Over a dozen choice anchorages are
within a 2 hour sail of Noumea. You can day-sail around the
entire coast of New Caledonia and the outlying islands of
Belep, Ouvea, Lifou, Mare and Ile des Pins enjoying over 212
anchorages along the way.

9

SUPPLIES, ENTERTAINMENT AND FUN
In Noumea, supermarkets, shops of every description and
transport facilities are readily available to resupply the
vessel. Plus there are the pleasures of a major international
tourism destination - beaches, night clubs, casinos, museums,
restaurants, spas, art centres, festivals and theatres.

10

WILDERNESS AREAS AND TREKKING
Take time to go walking on the many wilderness trails of New
Caledonia, especially along the fabulous rivers and waterfalls
many of which you will be able to access in your tender from
the various mainland anchorages.

6

STUNNING SCENIC BEAUTY PROTECTED BY OVER
34 MARINE AND TERRESTRIAL RESERVES
The lush coral reefs, gleaming white sand beaches and exotic
island birds and vegetation are protected in a system of marine
reserves. Fish in the marine reserves are abundant and tame,
offering perfect opportunities for underwater photographers.
The entire lagoon is a World Heritage Site.
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Ile Pam North coast New Caledonia, rocks and overlook.
Photographer: Chesher (Images New Caledonia)
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EXPLORE AUSTRALIA!

Freycinet Tasmania

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia
Photographer: Ian Butterworth

Nudey Beach, Fitzroy Island, QLD
Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia
Photographer: : Maxime Coquard

Australia has some of the best cruising grounds in
the world but that is only part of the reason you
should...’Summer Down Under’
‘The best part about cruising the east coast of Australia is
that you can say goodbye to overnight passages for a while!’
From the town of Edan in southern New South Wales to the historic
Cooktown in far north of Queensland, you will discover that there is
almost always a suitable port or anchorage within an easy day sail of
the one you just left!
I am sure you have probably heard people saying how wonderful the
cruising grounds of the Great Barrier Reef are?

Zoe Falls, Hinchinbrook Island, QLD
Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia
Photographer: Maxime Coquard

Well they are right, and spending a few months (or even years) cruising
the islands and sheltered waters of Great Barrier reef and coastal
Queensland is, or at least should be on most everyones ‘bucket list’.
There is however so much more that Australia offers the visiting
international cruising yacht, in fact, many participants of the 2015
Down Under Rally were really surprised to discover how cruiser friendly
Australia is.

Hervey Bay, Fraser Coast, South Burnett, QLD
Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia
Photographer: Vince Valitutti

Most of all, be prepared to be surprised by how much there is to
see and do ‘Down Under”, so much so that many of our 2015 rally
participants have decided to stay for an extra season !

Did you know that visiting yachts can stay
in Australian waters without the need to be
imported for as many as 3 years?
Hamilton Island, Whitsunday Islands, QLD
Vlasoff Cay, Great Barrier Reef, QLD

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia
Photographer: Adrian Brown

Mandatory Credit: Tourism and Events Queensland
Photographer: Amber Toms

Catamaran, Fitzroy Island, QLD

Mandatory Credit: Tourism and Events Queensland
Photographer: Matt Harvey
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ITINERARIES...
We know that cruisers ‘plans are written in the sand
at low tide’ but we thought these itinerary suggestions
might help with planning for your visit ‘Down Under’.

Resort Aerial
One&Only Hayman Island, QLD

Mandatory Credit: One&Only Hayman Island

ITINERARY A: ‘DOWN UNDER QUICKLY’

November 2017 - June 2018 (7-8 Months Stay)
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

October - Mid November: Depart New Caledonia, arrive in Bundaberg by November 6th for Welcome week (Nov 6th - 13th) 		
and to get the rally freebies.
Mid November - Late December: Depart Bundaberg and cruise at a leisurely pace south to Sydney with a goal to arrive in
Sydney Harbour before Christmas day. Make sure you allow at least a week or so in Pittwater which is a haven for cruising
sailors, yet only a stone’s throw from Sydney, Pittwater is unrivaled as a destination, you will love it! (This itinerary allows 		
almost 5 weeks to travel just over 650nm!)
December 25th - Christmas Day: Round up a few other cruisers and have Christmas lunch ‘pot luck’ on the harbour.
December 26th - Boxing Day: Join the spectator fleet for start of the Sydney to Hobart Race
December 27th - 29th December: Explore Sydney City
December 30th - New Years Eve: Pick your spot on Sydney Harbour to view the World Famous New Years Eve Fireworks
on the 31st
January 1st - January 24th: Avoid the holiday crowds and just hang out / relax in one of the many anchorages the harbour 		
offers.
January 25th: Pick a good spot to anchor for Australia Day Celebrations -bigger than New Years Eve!
January 26th: Australia Day Celebrations on the harbour!
February: Do some land cruising and see the sights in the Southern states , NSW , Victoria , SA and even the southern portion
of WA or head back to Pittwater and just chill out!
March - April: Head north to Queensland, spend some time in the Gold Coast, Moreton Bay, The Great Sandy Straits, Hervey
Bay & the world heritage listed, Fraser Island. Perhaps you may want to haul the boat out at the Gold Coast or Bundaberg?
May - Mid June: Bundaberg to Cairns - You are only going to scratch the surface of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, which
is a real shame, but if your schedule dictates this is what has to happen, better to have seen some than none at all!
June: Depart with the ICA Sail2Indonesia Rally.

ITINERARY B: ‘DOWN UNDER EXPLORER’

November 2017 - June 2019 (19-20 Months Stay)
Same as ITINERARY A until #12
•

May 2018 - October 2018: Depart Bundaberg, begin to explore the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, beginning in the most 		
southern and often referred to as the most pristine of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, the Bunker Group
including:
Lady Musgrave Island & Fitzroy Reef. You can now head west again to the calm coastal anchorages of Pancake Creek, the
Gladstone Curtis Coast Region or the Kepple Islands. Perhaps you might now want a stopover back on the mainland
at Yeppoon to refuel, provision & maybe hire a car for a few days to do some more land cruising before continuing to cruise
north to explore the Mackay Region & The Whitsunday Islands & Airlie Beach. If you like to keep moving it is possible to go
as far north as Lizard Island in one season. Those headed this way will find some useful information on JackandJude.com

Remember you need to be back ‘Down South’ before cyclone season begins again in November.
•

November 2018 - February 2019: Cruise south with the goal to be in Tasmania in early-mid December.
Tasmania is Australia’s Best Kept Cruising Secret . Those who have cruised Tasmania say it is truly a unique and rewarding
experience. Another option for this same period is to leave the boat in Bundaberg for a while and do some serious ‘Land 		
Cruising’ in the ‘The Outback’.

•

March - June 2019: Same as ITINERARY A from #11

During WELCOME WEEK in Bundaberg we are providing FREE PRESENTATIONS

‘COASTAL CRUISING DOWN UNDER’ & ‘LAND CRUISING DOWN UNDER’
where we will provide all participants with more info about how to...
EXPLORE AUSTRALIA - The sixth biggest country in the world!
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Bundaberg Post Office, Bundaberg

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Queensland

WELCOME TO BUNDABERG &
THE NORTH BURNETT!
Bundaberg, or as we Aussies prefer to say, ‘Bundy’, has a little of something for everyone!
If ‘retail therapy’ and a little indulgence are on your list after being in the islands for 6 months
then Bundy has got you covered! Shopping centres, boutiques & markets, movie theatres,
restaurants, cafés...they are all waiting for you in the city of Bundaberg.
Getting into the city is ‘FREE & EASY’ as it is located just 10 miles upstream from the Bundaberg
Port Marina and the marina offers a FREE shuttle bus service.

Hinkler Central Shopping Centre
Credit: Tourism & Events Queensland

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Markets

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Queensland

Moncrieff Entertainment Centre
Mandatory Credit: Tourism Queensland
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There is plenty to see &
do in Bundaberg & the
North Burnett and we
invite you to...

Stay A While!
Boasting locally produced drinks and homegrown
food from its lush soil and abundant seafood the
Bundaberg & North Burnett region is bursting
with flavour!

And...
...of course every Aussie has heard of Bundaberg
thanks to Bundaberg Rum!
No visit to the region would be complete without
a tour of the Bundaberg Rum Distillery and of
course a taste or two!

Dining at Grunskes

Mandatory Credit: Tourism and Events Queensland

Great Northern Super Crisp Lager was
brewed with an outdoor lifestyle in mind.
With its fruity aroma, low bitterness and clean
& crisp finish, it’s the ultimate refreshment for
the Great Northern conditions.

Bundaberg Rum Distillery

Mandatory Credit: Imagery copyright Rowan Bestmann 2010
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“Where the country meets the coast!”
“NEED A PLACE TO STAY? NO WORRIES MATE!”
Alongside the Lighthouse Hotel is the 8-Bedroomed Lighthouse Motel
Each bedroom is equipped with:

• 1 x Queen Bed • 2 x Single Beds • Clean Linen & Towels • Fully Air-Conditioned
• Flat Screen HD TV’s • Ensuite Bathroom • Fridge • Bar Fridge
• Tea & Coffee Facilties • Covered Carport

The Motel offers clean, comfortable & affordable accommodation!

THE LIGHTHOUSE MOTEL

66 Zunker Street, Burnett Heads
Tel: 07 4159 4202 Email: info@lighthousehotelmotel.com

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
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WELCOME TO ALL QUALITY ENGINEERING
We are an Engineering Business based at Port Bundaberg,
Burnett Heads, servicing the Bundaberg Region and
surrounding districts. We provide a range of Engineering,
Machining and Propeller Services, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marine Engineering
New Propeller Sales
Propeller Repairs
Propeller Shaft Repairs
Propeller Scanning
Propeller Repitching
Large Capicity Machining
Milling & Drilling
Welding
Machinery Repairs

We are Prop Scan Specialists. Scanning propellers to
ISO International Standards. Catering for all types and sizes
of propellers, from small boat or yacht to large commercial
propellers. At All Quality Engineering we pride ourselves on
the work we do and the service we provide to our clients.
Our work is of the highest quality and precision, with the
use of quality products.
Contact: TREVOR NIELSEN (Manager/Director)
Shed 1A, 146 Buss St., Port Bundaberg, Burnett Heads Q 4670
m: 0407 803 239 e: trevor@allqualityengineering.com.au
w: www.allqualityengineering.com.au A.B.N 50 603 202 044
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MOBILE ANTIFOUL SERVICE
GOLD COAST & BRISBANE
PORT MOSELLE MARINA • NOUMEA • NEW CALEDONIA

Your experts in all hull coatings specialising in:
• Antifoul • PropGold • Hull Repairs
• Mechanical Servicing

WE CAN HELP YOU!
We cater for all size and types of vessels.
Website: www.affordableantifoulsolutions.com.au
Email: info@affordableantifoulsolutions.com.au

Phone: 0481 279 066

Mention the Down Under Rally to qualify for a discount!

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Hinkler House & Botanical Gardens

Mandatory Credit: Tourism and Events Queensland

A magnificent lake, creating a habitat that attracts up to
114 species of birds, is centrepiece of the Botanic Gardens

Another great way to spend a day in the Bundaberg Region is in
the sub-tropical surrounds of the Bundaberg Botanic Gardens.
Pivotal to the attractiveness of the Botanic Gardens are the wide variety of tourist attractions and
visitor experiences on offer within the precinct.
These include the Hinkler Hall of Aviation and its exhibits including Hinkler House and Fairymead
House, Café 1928, the Bundaberg & District Historical Museum, the Australian Sugarcane Railway
and the nearby Bundaberg Railway Museum.

Botanic Gardens

Mandatory Credit:
Tourism and Events Queensland

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Hinkler Hall of Aviation

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Queensland
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Our coastal gems, hinterland lakes,
gorges and the contrast of our
rural landscape offer our visitors
a diverse and enticing experience.
Beginning in November the beach at Mon Repos is where
hundreds of sea turtles return each year to nest and a few
weeks later their hatchlings will begin their journey to the
ocean.
Just off the coast of Bundaberg, is where you can experience
our ladies of the reef, Lady Elliot and Lady Musgrave Islands
and the gentle giants of the Great Barrier Reef - turtles and
manta rays - amongst a cabaret of sea creatures.

Lady Musgrave Island

Mandatory Credit: Tourism and Events Queensland

Lady Musgrave Island

Mandatory Credit: Tourism and Events Queensland

Road Block

Mandatory Credit: PIRIE BATH PHOTOGRAPHY

Manta Ray

Mandatory Credit: Tourism and Events Queensland

QLDSURVEYS
• CUSTOMS VALUATIONS
• INSURANCE
• MAINTENANCE
• CONSULTANCY
• PROJECT MANAGEMENT

RAY PETTENGELL
Society of Accredited Marine
Surveyors® SAMS®SA

Family snorkelling with Turtle

Mandatory Credit: Tourism and Events Queensland
Photographer: Sean Scott
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E: qldsurveys@gmail.com
T: 043 999 5424
W: www.qldsurveys.com.au
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Delve into our heartland
and discover rugged gorges,
imposing mountain ranges &
serene rural views

Family walking a Trail, North Burnett

Mandatory Credit: Tourism and Events Queensland

Situated along Australia’s Country Way, the North
Burnett region is where you’ll find walks, trails
and journeys so unique, you’ll wonder why you
haven’t visited before now.
Delve into our heartland and discover rugged
gorges, imposing mountain ranges, serene rural
views, the Burnett River and townships along the
way offering country hospitality and a warm smile.
You can camp in a National Park, fish in the many
dams, enjoy fresh produce from a roadside stall or
step back in time at an historical museum.

Roadside Fruit & Vegetable Stall

Mandatory Credit: Tourism and Events Queensland

Airport Tarmac

Mandatory Credit: Tourism and Events Queensland

If an international flight is part of your plan then getting to the
Brisbane International Airport is a piece of cake!
You have a choice of how to get there!
Domestic Airport:

Bundaberg has a domestic airport with flights departing daily for Brisbane.

Train:

A high-speed tilt train departs daily from the centre of town, the marina courtesy bus connects you with this
service and drops you off at the doorsteps to the station.

Bus:

Buses depart from the coach terminal and depending on the departure times, the marina courtesy bus is 		
available to drop you at the terminal.

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
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Telephone & Data Down Under
When travelling / cruising especially by boat in Australia
the Down Under Rally recommends you choose Telstra
as your service provider. In our experience Telstra has the
best coverage and it is the most reliable of the networks.
We have found the staff at the Bundaberg Telephone
Company to be pleasant & helpful and they are expecting
to have some international visiting their store so make
sure you tell them the Down Under Rally sent you.

Bundaberg Telephone Company
56 Woongarra St
Bundaberg Central QLD 4670
www.bundabergtelco.com.au

YOU’RE INVITED TO VISIT OUR WARM, FRIENDLY,
AIR-CONDITIONED, ‘FAIR DINKUM AUSSIE PUB’!
Situated in the CBD of Burnett Heads and only a 10-minute walk from the Port Marina.
Our FREE Courtesy Bus runs on the hour, just call the Hotel to make your booking.

Let us do the Cooking!

Come and enjoy our Bistro which is open 7 days for Lunch & Dinner and offers a great selection of a la carte
meals & daily specials using local produce...SEAFOOD from the coral reef & VEGETABLES from regional
farms & our MEAT is local ‘grass & grain fed beef’ from South East Queensland!

Have a Cold One at our Main Bar!

Choose from ice-cold Local & Imported Beers, Australian Wines & a Range of Spirits and Ciders

Friday Night Fun!

Best Raffles ‘in the world’, Pub Games & Live Entertainment

Feeling Lucky?

We have a 23-machine Gaming Room with all the up-to-date games (including TAB & Keno)
Jackpots are ready for you to win, so come down and try your luck!

Take-Away - No problem!

There is an attached BOTTLE SHOP with a great range at GREAT PRICES.
Make sure you check out the fortnightly catalogue to see what is on special each day!
We recommend you try one of our wood-fired Pizza`s- dine in or get it delivered to your boat!

We look forward to seeing you soon!

THE LIGHTHOUSE HOTEL

66 Zunker Street, Burnett Heads Tel: 07 4159 4202 Email: info@lighthousehotelmotel.com
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A GREAT WAY TO SPEND A DAY IN THE COUNTRY!

The township of Childers, located just over 30 mins
drive from Bundaberg Port Marina, is home to four
wineries - The Hill of Promise Winery & Cellar Door,
Vintner’s Secret Vineyard, Ohana Winery & Exotic Fruits
& Brierley Wines.

Each of these four wineries have something different to
offer, so come and experience the tastes of the locally
made wines mixed with good old fashioned Aussie
country charm!

Summer Down Under

www.downunderrally.com

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
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ARRIVING IN BUNDABERG
Bundaberg has a great reputation for having pleasant,
professional Customs & Biosecurity Officers.
PLEASE REMEMBER:
To clear into Australia you will need to notify Australian
Border Force at least 96 hours before arriving into Port.
Australian Border Force Email: yachtreport@border.gov.au
The best way to make sure you get all the up-to-date and
correct info about arriving in Australia is to join the Down
Under Rally!
The GPS waypoint for the middle of the outer entrance to
the Burnett River is: South 24.45.622 East 152.23.042.
When you are approximately 10 nautical miles out from
the Port of Bundaberg, you should call VMR 488 (Volunteer
Marine Rescue Bundaberg) on VHF Channel 81. They have
been instructed by Customs and Biosecurity to request the
following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vessel Name
Full names of master of vessel and crew onboard
Nationality of master of vessel and any crew onboard
Your last port of call
If there is any sickness or injury onboard the vessel
If you have any pets or animals onboard

From here, you will be instructed to contact the Bundaberg
Port Marina for berthing details on the Biosecurity dock.
It would also be a good idea, if you have any food that
you were planning to enjoy later, EAT IT NOW, as you will
probably find that Biosecurity will remove the majority
of your eatable / perishable supplies from your vessel on
arrival.

26
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There have been rumours about Biosecurity expecting
every vessel to be lifted out of the water and pressure
cleaned, as part of their ‘new’ Bio-Fouling Policy. THIS IS
NOT CORRECT. If you have a clean hull as 95% of the visiting
yachts do have when they arrive in Australia, then you don’t
have a problem! (The majority of yachts, have their hull
cleaned before departing for Australia to minimise the drag
through the water). If you have significant growth on your
hull when you arrive, Biosecurity will inspect the hull with
an underwater camera and then decide if the growth on the
hull is a threat to the marine environment of Australia. They
will then advise you if you need to haul out and have the
growth removed.
Finally, once you have entered the ‘runway’ or shipping
leads, proceed up the deep-water channel (10 meters LAT)
and turn to port past Channel Marker 16.
You have arrived at the ‘Land of OZ’ and soon you will be
assisted by one of our friendly & professional staff at the
marina, who will help with tying up at the Quarantine berth
and greet you with a friendly ‘Welcome to OZ!’
The channel into the Burnett River is well lit and marked,
and extends approximately three miles out to sea. It can be
entered in all weather, at all times of the night and day. It
probably is a good idea to try to time your arrival to coincide
with an incoming tide however, the port is easily entered
against the tide. There is no bar crossing!
PLEASE NOTE: The area immediately to the north of the
mouth of the river is very shallow with breakers in bad
weather so stay in the channel at all times.

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Down Under Rally partners, Grotty Yachty Clothing, have a great range of fun
nautical themed singlets & shirts that are sure to make you smile!

Printed on quality material,
Grotty Yachty singlets and
shirts come in both Men’s &
Ladies styles.
• Have you got a Photo of your boat
or a quote from your boat that you
would like to wear on a Tee?
• Maybe you have some crew shirts
you need printing?

Let us make it happen for you!!
Please email us with your
requirements to:
info@grottyyachty.com.au

We can even deliver them
to you here in Australia or
ANYWHERE in the world!

Phone: 0411 271 387 |

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

NO MINIMUM QUANTITIES
Email: info@grottyyachty.com.au |

www.grottyyachty.com.au
Go West 2017 Edition
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Hardstand & Shiplift Facility
Bundaberg Port Marina Hardstand and
ship lift facility have been operating
at the Bundaberg Port for the past 20
years and are well respected in the
International boating community.
The Bundaberg Port Marina is an oﬃcial
“Port of Entry” clearance facility for
inbound and outbound visitors. The
Bundaberg Port Marina, for the last four
years, has consecutively cleared more
international vessels than any other Port
of Entry in Australia. The easy, deepwater, all-weather entrance that the Port
of Bundaberg oﬀers to visitors, day or
night, is one of the many factors that
has contributed to this increasing inux
of yachts each year to the Coral Coast.
The Bundaberg Port Marina is ideally
situated within walking distance
from the relaxed coastal township of
Burnett Heads. The township oﬀers
a modern shopping village with an
IGA supermarket, bakery, post oﬃce,
chemist and hairdressers.
International boat owners have
recognized the benets of having a
safe and secure place to leave their
vessels over the summer months and
return the following year to recommence
their journey directly from the cruising
grounds of the Southern Great Barrier
Reef. Bundaberg Port Marina is located
far enough south to miss the majority
of the severe weather patterns of north
eastern Australia during our summer
storm season. All vessels are racked in
fully engineered cradles and secured to
the ground. The procedure we use to
secure vessels is widely accepted by
international insurance companies to
minimise their risk exposure. The dry
storage area is fully fenced and we can
complete all vessel checks whilst you
are away from your vessel. When you
return ready for your next adventure
you can rest assured that your vessel
has been maintained and is ready for
the journey.

As a testimonial of the care taken of your vessel
many of our clients return season after season to
leave their vessel in a safe and secure yard.
Our hardstand and Dry storage areas can
accommodate up to 140 vessels and is one of the
largest on the east coast. All facilities on site are rstt
class and you will have access to numerous tradess
and services. We pride ourselves on providing
the highest quality customer service and we can
manage and complete all your maintenance from
the smallest wash and polish to a total ret of yourr
vessel. If you are looking for the total one stop shop
op
for everything from keel to top
p side look no further..
Owners are welcome to
o complete as little or as
much work on their vessel
ssel as
suits, it is totally up to the
individual. All trades are
e
available on site including
ing
Shipwrights, Engineers,,
Electrical (415v, 240v, 12v
and 24v), Surveyors, Diesel
iesel
Mechanic, Upholsterers,
s,
Boilermakers, Chandlery,
ry,
Sandblaster, Painters
and Sail loft.
Bundaberg Port Marina
a
Hardstand is the premier
er
ship lift, Storage and
Maintenance centre. Our
ur
friendly, consciences,
knowledgeable staﬀ and
nd contractors are
ready to assist. Contact
ct us now +61 7 4159 5166
or bundabergportmarina@bigpond.com
@bi
d com
For more information and current
specials available visit us at
www.bundabergportmarina.com.au
I look forward to meeting you all
and introducing some of our magnicent
tours & attractions available in our area.
ea.
Kind Regards,

Brett Hensler

Operation Manager
BUNDABERG PORT MARINA
HARDSTAND AND SHIP-LIFT

T:28+61 7 4159 5166 www.bundabergportmarina.com.au ©
Go West 2017 Edition
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We are on your side!

Baileys Insurance Brokers have been in the insurance business in New Zealand since 1986 and collectively we have a
wealth of experience and knowledge. We’re on your side, and look at your insurances from your point of view. Our aim is
to provide you with an insurance service from which you will obtain real value, a service that will exceed your expectations
and contribute to your long-term financial well being. We are very experienced in all facets of the insurance industry, and
we are confident that our experience and knowledge will be of benefit to you.

Marine Insurance

Our marine insurance specialists understand your need when it
comes to Bluewater cover. They are enthusiastic, active boaties
themselves, with considerable experience and success on the
water and a love of boats. We have the knowledge, desire and
ability to provide you with market leading marine insurance.
Baileys have access to local and overseas markets, to ensure the
right solution can be provided. From a 12 ft. ‘tinny’ around the
Auckland Harbour to a multi-million dollar yacht heading across
the Pacific Ocean, we can comfortably handle the insurance
for most craft. And importantly, we look at your options from a
totally independent perspective.
We are not an ‘underwriting agency’ or an ‘Insurance Company’
who only have one policy to sell. We pick the best option in the
market for your situation from our trusted Insurers - all with an
‘A’ or better financial strength rating.

Why get a quote from Baileys?

At Baileys we believe there are definite advantages in boat
owners placing their insurance cover through us as their
Broker, compared to placing cover direct with the Insurer.

Why?

The relationship is quite different. When you deal direct with an
Insurer, you are dealing with those who ‘hold the purse strings’,
and therefore it is in their interests as a business to minimise
any claim settlement. We’re not saying that they try and get out
of claims at all (although we all know one Insurer that does!!),
but it is just natural that they will pay the minimum applicable,
in order to improve their bottom line. We have been in this
business now for over 30 years, and we’ve seen it first hand many, many times.
As a Broker, we are acting solely in the interests of our client.
We are on your side, and are there to keep the Insurer honest,

and to maximise any claim entitlement. I can honestly say that
we have had many claims paid over our 30 years, that wouldn’t
have been paid without our input - and some of these claims
have been millions of dollars (not marine related on those ones).
The other benefit our clients have is that they are advantaged
by the book of business we have with a particular Insurer. This
means that if there is a sticky or marginal claim situation,
which there can be sometimes, the Insurer is looking at our
whole relationship with them - not just the client with one vessel
insured. It does make a difference!
Additionally, there are different ways to set up policies and care
needs to be taken, with excesses in particular. Different Insurers
apply excesses differently, especially in relation to ‘named
or numbered windstorms’ - or even if named or numbered
windstorms are covered at all. Just the other day we had
potential excess reduced for named storms from $50,000
to $3,300, just through our knowledge of the situation and
our relationship with the Insurer. The same applies with policy
conditions and exclusions - all are subtly different and it would
be a major exercise for someone to compare all policies
themselves and understand what it all means to them in the
event of a claim. We’ve done all that work already.
Finally, we can offer boat owners a choice. Because we are not
restricted to one particular Insurer, we are always looking at the
market and can arrange cover with the most suitable Insurer
for a particular vessel and owner. Insurers do differ markedly
on a case-by-case basis.
We currently deal with Topsail, QBE, Vero, NZI and another
Lloyd’s syndicate out of London. If a client were insured directly
with Topsail for example, Topsail wouldn’t be letting them know
about the better option down the road - they are pushing one
product only!

Contact Baileys Insurance Brokers
Please feel free to contact us at any time for more information, or with some feedback - which is always welcome!
Baileys Insurance Brokers Ltd
Phone: + 64 9 444 8860 | Fax: + 64 9 443 4479
Email:
| Website: www.baileysinsurance.co.nz
30
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CYCLONE SEASON
Many cruisers like to take a break from cruising and choose to leave
their boats and return home for the Christmas & New Year period.

Where is the
best place
to hide?

Given that this period is during the Cyclone Season in the Pacific, it is
important that your vessel is ‘out of harms way’.
Ports in Southern Queensland & New South Wales are far less likely
to experience the full effects of serious tropical cyclone than ports
further to the north.
The images below provide you with historical cyclone tracks and a
reference to where the most popular east coast cyclone season ports
are located .

Cyclone Tracks 1970 - 2004. For more information visit:
http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/about/eastern.shtml
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Too Hot,
Too Cold or
JUST RIGHT?

MAINLAND / EAST COAST CENTRES

Australia experiences temperate weather for most of the year but the climate can vary due to the size of the continent.
The northern states typically experience warm weather much of the time, with the southern states experiencing cooler
winters. Australia is also one of the driest continents on earth with an average annual rainfall of less than 600 millimetres.
Like all countries in the southern hemisphere, Australia’s seasons are opposite to those in the northern hemisphere.
December to February is SUMMER; March to May is AUTUMN; June to August is WINTER; and September to November
is SPRING. Below are some tables for the Central & Northern East Coast Capitals.
More info is available at: http://www.aboutaustralia.com/travel-tips/weather-in-australia/

Located on the sub-tropical coast of Queensland, the Bundaberg region’s location provides
a climate envied by most areas. It has one of the most equable climates in Australia and
is said to rate fifth in the world alongside Hawaii. Moderate summer days give way to
balmy tropical evenings. Average temperatures in summer range from 20°C to 29°C and
in winter the average maximum is 20°C. Rainfall is concentrated through the warmer
months when tropical thunderstorms can bring a cool change after sultry days.
BRISBANE

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Max °C

29

29

28

26

24

21

21

22

24

26

27

29

Max °F

84

84

82

79

75

70

70

72

75

79

81

84

Min °C

21

21

20

17

14

11

10

10

13

16

18

20

Min °F

70

70

68

63

57

52

50

50

55

61

64

68

Rainfall (mm)

158

172

139

90

99

71

63

43

35

94

97

126

Sunny Days

18

14

17

19

20

22

24

24

23

21

20

19

Sunshine Hours

9

8

8

7

6

7

7

8

9

9

9

9

Table 1: Climate Averages for Brisbane (South East Queensland), Australia
SYDNEY

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Max °C

26

26

25

23

20

17

17

18

20

22

24

26

Max °F

79

79

77

73

68

63

63

64

68

72

75

79

Min °C

19

19

17

14

11

8

7

8

10

13

15

17

Min °F

66

66

63

57

52

46

45

46

50

55

59

63

Rainfall (mm)

100

111

122

106

98

123

69

81

62

73

82

75

Sunny Days

20

20

19

20

20

20

22

21

21

20

20

20

Sunshine Hours

7

7

7

7

6

6

7

8

8

8

8

8

Table 2: Climate Averages for Sydney (New South Wales), Australia
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WEATHER FORECASTS & INFO

Thanks to various groups comprehensive Marine Weather
forecasts for Australian waters are frequent and FREE and
broadcast on VHF several times daily.

from one station to the next along the coast if you log on
with one of them. Most volunteer stations operate 06h00
to 18h00 hours.

The Bureau of Meteorology also provides information for
Australian waters for the whole of the Australian region
on http://www.bom.gov.au/

Weather forecasts are broadcast from most VMR &
Volunteer Coast Guard Stations and an announcement on
VHF channel 16 usually precedes along with the channel
that the forecast will be broadcast on.

The Volunteer Marine Rescue Services (VMR) and or the
Australian Volunteer Coast Guard will accept position
reports from yachts travelling along the coast. These
Volunteer Groups will keep track of you, handing you

You can also call any of the various VMR Stations, who
will provide weather on demand in case you have missed
a forecast.

Bustard Head Lighthouse Tour, Gladstone

Mandatory Credit: Tourism & Events Queensland
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THINKING CATAMARAN?
THINK LAGOON!
To spend extended periods cruising offshore our vessels need to
become our homes. When choosing your ‘floating home’, comfort &
practicality need to also be given as much consideration as safety and
performance, after all 90% of our time is spent exploring sheltered
waterways, with much of that being spent at anchor.
How many times have you heard of couples selling up, buying a
boat with the intention to sail the world only to find out that a short
time later they have sold the boat and moved back ashore because
the novelty of doing without some creature comforts soon wore off?
To choose a vessel based only on its offshore sailing performance is,
in many cases, a recipe for a less than enjoyable cruising experience
and often results in a less than happy environment in which to live.
Lagoon catamarans have proven themselves to be safe and
comfortable floating homes that are also more than capable of
crossing oceans safely.

Here is what a couple of Lagoon owners have to say about
their Lagoon Catamarans, since they made their boats their
homes and have done many thousands of ocean miles.

So, why do we love our Lagoon 440 called Impi?

Brent & Ana - SV Impi

Well, first and foremost, it is a very
safe boat, performing well on different
sail angles. Thanks to the two shorter
spreaders on the mast, the Lagoon 440
sails well upwind. Lagoons are sturdy
boats with thick fiberglass. They are
usually baptized in rough seas - they
need to cross the Bay of Biscay on their
maiden run and that sea can get seriously
upset with tremendous wave action as it
is very shallow. The design with the gull
wing at the front enables us to surf down
waves without digging in the hulls.

Our patio is similar to that of a mono hull turned side ways, protecting
us from large waves from the stern. The bridge gives excellent
visibility when cruising through reef-infested waters and is always
the place our guests spend most of their time when cruising the
islands. When it comes to speed, of course the Lagoon 440 is not a
racing boat as ours is loaded with all sorts of home comforts, but it
moves on average 150 to 240 nautical miles per 24 hours depending
on the winds, currents and the sails rigged.
For the time spent at our destination is important. Thanks to our
home comforts we arrive with a clean desalted boat, all washing
done, dried and ironed. As soon as we are cleared, we are ready to
explore the delights of islands. Our Lagoon 440 has enough space
for all our dive gear, dive compressor, the heavy dinghy with its 30
HP engine, which the davits carry comfortably. We live for extended
times on anchor and our air conditioning, heating and refrigeration
facilities ensure that we make plenty of friends! It is not unusual to
hear: “Let’s all meet on Impi, because they have space to seat 20,
enough plates and cutlery, air conditioning and a lot of cold beers!”

Thank you Lagoon!
If you would like to ask us a question or to know more about our
adventures go to: www.cat-impi.blogspot.com.au
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As a cruising family of 4 with 2 kids,
Ben (13) and Gaby (11) and wanting to
embark on a family adventure to sail
around the world, we searched for about
a year to find a suitable boat that would
suit our needs of being a comfortable and
safe home, as well as not break the bank.
We fell in love with the Lagoon range
at the Miami boat show and set about
searching for one, eventually setting
The Hibberd Family on a 2011 Lagoon 400 (hull #181)
SV Cool Runnings
which we named Cool Runnings. It has
more volume and space than any other 40 ft cat we saw, and was
so nicely thought out, a huge plus for a family of 4 embarking on a
circumnavigation. We also choose a Lagoon for the fact that it is a
well known and sought after brand of cat that we could easily sell any
where in the world, should we need to for any reason. In April 2016
we left our home port of Madeira Beach, Florida, USA and sailed
through the Panama Canal and across the Pacific Ocean, arriving in
Bundaberg, Australia in December 2016. This year we head across the
Indian Ocean and in 2018 will head across the Atlantic to complete
our adventure and circumnavigation.
We love our Lagoon, SV Cool Runnings, which has kept us both
safe and comfortable over 12,000 miles traveled thus far. Besides
the already well appointed stock boat, we have all the creature
comforts of home such as fridge, separate freezer, washing machine,
microwave, oven, BBQ, water maker, electric toilets, etc. Whenever
our kids have their fellow cruising kid friends over for play dates we
often hear.... “Wow...This boat is so huge....I can’t believe how cool
your own cabins are... “. We have the 4 cabin, 2 head layout and thus
have room for each child to have their own room and private space
and a cabin to ourselves, plus a spare for guests or additional storage
on long passages. No doubt every boat is a compromise, but we feel
our Lagoon 400 scores very well in the comfort and homely- like
department and still offering up a decent performance, while keeping
us safe at sea on long passages. We Love our Lagoon!!!!
If you wish to see more of our boat or follow our epic voyage check
us out: www.svcoolrunnings.blogspot.com
All the best from Dave, Guds, Ben & Gaby

LAGOON ARE THE WORLD’S
NUMBER ONE CATAMARAN MANUFACTURERS
THE MULTIHULL GROUP are the exclusive importer for
Lagoon Catamarans in Australia.
About THE MULTIHULL GROUP
John Cowpe, Tim Vine and Peter Hrones founded TMG in 2015.
Their vision is to bring the very best multihulls to Australia so their
customers can enjoy the incredible on-water lifestyle these wonderful
boats offer. TMG is based in 4 locations on the East Coast of Australia
with a wealth of experience in the yachting industry throughout
the team. TMG is the exclusive importer of Lagoon Catamarans and
McConaghy Multihulls throughout Australia.
If you would like to know more about Lagoon Catamaran, or require an
inspection of a few different models or need to know where to go the
get your Lagoon services in Australia, please feel free to contact me:
John Cowpe, Managing Director The Multihull Group Pty Ltd,
Tel: +61 405 409 686 | john@themultihullgroup.com
www.themultihullgroup.com
DON’T FORGET TO MENTION THE DOWN UNDER RALLY
WHEN YOU DO AS WE HAVE A GIFT WAITING FOR YOU!

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

KENCO GALVANIZING
Hot Dip Galvanizing Specialists
Chains & Anchors | Boat Trailers
Posts | Pipework | Various Steelwork

DOWN UNDER DEAL:
10% DISCOUNT off galvanizing your anchor and or anchor chain.
Details of the offer will be provided when you register for the Rally

69 -71 Enterprise Street, Bundaberg, QLD, 4670
Phone: (07) 415 12944 Fax: (07) 415 12303 Email: kencogalvanizing@bigpond.com.au
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Some of the best cruising in the world is on offer on the
East Coast of Australia & almost all can be done in day sails.

EAST COAST SAILING ROUTES
Scenic Route - Inshore Coastal
Express Route - Coastal Offshore
As always the weather will play an important role in how much of an ordeal or an adventure your passages will be. The
most important thing to know is that YOU MUST look at the local forecasts for the area you will be cruising as the
topography of the coast and hinterland has a huge influence on the coastal weather conditions - The Down Under Rally
website has some suggestions in the services directory tab ‘Weather Forecasts & VHF Channels’ as to where to source
this info.
The East Coast of Australia provides cruising yachts with an abundance of sheltered scenic anchorages and modern
marinas with all the conveniences you need. In fact you could quite literally spend years cruising the region and not
have visited them all. Whilst it is possible to sail almost the entire east coast from Sydney to Cairns and beyond and only
need to do two or three overnight passages, your ability to do so will very much depend on the below:
•
•
•
•

Weather
Vessel Draft
Tide Times & Heights
Your Schedule

The information that is needed to understand how these factors will influence your decision as to which choice is best for
you, is considerable and is the subject of many Australian cruising guides. The next page provides some tips for planning
your coastal passages but to get a full understanding we recommend that you join us in Bundaberg between the 6th 13th of November for ‘Welcome Week’...Why?
During ‘Welcome Week’ in Bundaberg participants in the ‘Down Under Rally’ are invited to attend any or all 3 of our
‘Cruising Australia’s’ Presentations.
These three presentations will be offered over three days, each will be about two hours in duration and will cover the
following areas:
• Queensland Coast - Southport to Cairns
• New South Wales Coast - Tweed Heads to Eden
• Tasmania
The information we will share in these three presentations will provide you with all the info you need to be able to cruise
the coast safely & with confidence! The feedback from participants of the ‘2015 Down Under Rally’ about the value
of attending these presentations and other welcome week events can be found on our website in the ‘Go West’ menu
dropdown list, or if you are viewing the electronic version of this publication you can simply CLICK HERE
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Going South to Sydney from
Bundaberg
Below is an extract from the website of the Coastal
Cruising Club of Australia. To read the full article visit:
http://www.coastalcruising.org
In a ‘normal’ year, northerlies traditionally begin to
appear in the Whitsundays about the beginning of
October although it can be earlier or later. These come
about as heat lows form inland and troughs develop
between the highs. The leading side of these troughs
generates northerlies, ideal for heading south.
You need to plan to get into a nice all round anchorage
before the axis of the trough passes the coast, in
anticipation of a shift back to the south. In a normal year
you could expect to experience about 50%/50% north
winds/south winds from October onwards, however,
this can vary considerably from maybe 25%/75% to
75%/25% so there is no guarantee.
As summer approaches there is a tendency for the
weather to become less settled, with increasing
temperatures, humidity and thunderstorm activity.
In particular the area south from about Hervey Bay is
prone to significant and frequent thunderstorms, mostly
in the late afternoons.
These often produce heavy rain, lightning and winds
up to 45 knots, and are not always accurately forecast.
Fortunately the majority tend to follow the shoreline but
they need watching, particularly when closing the coast
or entering a port or anchorage in the late afternoon.

Going South NSW Northern
Coast Leg
For yachts heading south from October onwards, it is a
question of making maximum use of favourable winds
when they occur and at the same time watching out
for troughs approaching from the west, cold fronts
moving up the coast from the south and the increasing
likelihood of thunderstorms.
A good scheme is to set out on the back edge of a high
with a wide trough behind it. It is then important to
make port before the axis of the trough passes the
coast or before the next front comes up from the south.
As in southern Queensland, there is an increase in the
frequency of thunderstorms, continuing right through
the summer months.
Heading south down the NSW coast, the East Australian
Current is usually a reliable means of adding up to 2-3
knots to your speed over the ground. It is strongest out
towards the 200 metre depth contour near the edge of
the continental shelf, but it is not always necessary to
go that far.

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

In practice, having cleared the reefs off Point Danger on
the NSW/QLD border, if a course is maintained to pass
about 10 miles off Cape Byron, the current will usually
be found. Staying that distance offshore will normally
keep you in the current until at least Crowdy Head, south
of Camden Haven. From there the current usually moves
offshore and if your destination is Sydney it seldom
pays to go further offshore searching for the current,
and a direct course to your destination is best. If heading
for the NSW South coast, the current moves closer to
the coast south of Sydney, and it will usually pay to go in
search of it.

Going North from Sydney
NSW Coast
There are different views on the best time to start,
many begin in April in the belief that the odds of nice
weather are better then. When the coast is dominated
by a high the winds are usually only sea breezes with
calms or light land breezes at night. It is considered by
many that the best time to leave is the day after a front
has gone through. This provides you with the advantage
of knowing how strong the change is and provides
you with a tailwind to go north. You have to watch for
the next front and be in port for it, and the preceding
northerlies before repeating the performance (it is not
unusual for strong northerlies to blow before the front
arrives).

Going North, Gold Coast to
Cooktown
Once north of Mooloolaba or even Moreton Bay on the
way up, in say May to July, it is not so much a matter
of where the wind is coming from, but how strong the
SE breeze is. This strength depends on the value and
position of the high-pressure system down south. At the
Whitsundays, a high of 1020 hPa gives almost no wind
or light sea breezes, 1030 will yield 15 to 20 knots and a
1038 high can give 30 to 35 knots.
The winds are generally a bit stronger to the north and
less to the south. In between the highs the wind drops,
so up in these areas a falling barometer means nicer
weather. It is relatively easy to pick what is happening
and to time your passages to miss the worst of the
strong winds. A common feature of the trip north is a
series of rain squalls that will overtake you from the
south.
These will usually increase the wind strength by 5 to
15 knots as they pass, even if they are well out to sea.
They can be identified easily by eye or on radar. In these
conditions, we commonly set the rig for the higher wind
strength, and either put up with being slow in-between
or use the engine.
Go West 2017 Edition
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This is the namesake of the Whitsunday Islands
Just one of the 74 islands in the Whitsunday Group, QLD
Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia Photographer: Nick Rains

Other People’s Experience
Noonsite the recognised “go to place” for info says this
about Australia:
“In spite of the large number of yachts in Australia,
the number of Australian yachts cruising overseas is
surprisingly small and the only explanation for this is that
Australia possesses such beautiful and varied cruising
grounds that they do not need to go and look for variety
elsewhere. From the wind-swept coasts of Victoria and
Tasmania to the picturesque harbours of New South
Wales, the tropical islands and Great Barrier Reef of
Queensland to the huge shallow bays of the Northern
Territory, Australia has it all.”
Below is an extract from the blog of Endless Summer
http://www.summ.org/
“We recently finished a trip up the Queensland coast from
Southport to Townsville, across the Coral Sea to PNG and
then from Port Moresby PNG back to Cairns and down the
coast to Brisbane. Queensland has got to be one of the
best places in the world to cruise.”
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Highlights include:
• Spectacular scenery that is still quite untrammelled
• Queensland is bigger than California yet there are only
about 5 million residents, most around Brisbane. Huge
segments of the coastline are Roadless
• English-speaking civilization. If anything Australia is a
little too comfortable for an American
• Any imaginable boat repair can be handled and spares
are easily available via airfreight
• Weather is mostly benign and easily forecast
• You can spend as much or as little time in marinas as
you like
• Nearly all of the Queensland coast can be day sailed
from harbour to harbour
• Anchorages tend to be good holding sand or mud
• The Great Barrier Reef
Here are some links to some other cruiser blogs...
see what they have to say:
http://www.adventuresouthere.com/
http://www.sailfinalstraw.com/Australia%202006/
Aussie2006.htm
http://nineofcups.com/Australia_New_South_Wales.
html

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Whether we are fishing, crabbing, surfing, snorkelling, diving,
climbing sand dunes, having sundowners on the beach, hikes to lighthouses
and in the rainforests...we still love cruising in ‘our backyard’!
Before we began our offshore voyages Leanne & I have
spent a lot of time cruising the Australian East Coast
from Sydney in the south to Lizard Island in the north.

Now there are some of these intercoastal waterways
that require you to transit on a making or high tide
(if you have a draft over 2 meters).

The East Coast of Australia offers anchorages that
are an easy day sail from one to the next and once in
Queensland the passages between anchorages are
mostly intercoastal (not in the open ocean but behind
the reef or within inland waterways).

The channels are well marked, the chart is pretty accurate
and the distances between sheltered anchorages are not
great, which means that you can take your time as you
cruise and if necessary work the tides.

A tasty Mud Crab caught in the Great Sandy Straights inside world
heritage listed Fraser Island, Fraser Coast, Queensland

Beaver Cay - Great Barrier Reef, QLD

Image: Compliments of Tourism Australia. Photographer: Lincoln J. Fowler

Sailing in the Whitsunday Islands - Great Barrier Reef, QLD

Image with compliments of Tourism Australia
Photographer: Stephen Nutt
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Cylinder Beach, North Stradbroke Island,
Moreton Bay, Southern Queensland

Taking a stroll along the boardwalk, Oceanside North Stradbroke
Island, Moreton Bay, Southern Queensland
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Meeting some of our mates for a BBQ ashore – Russell Island,
Moreton Bay, Southern QLD
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Turtle Time! Great Barrier Reef QLD

Image: Tourism Australia Photographer: Darren Jew

Hundreds of miles of great diving - Lizard Island, Great Barrier Reef, QLD

And snorkeling! Lizard Island, Great Barrier Reef, QLD

Lots of uncrowded beaches perfect for a picnic lunch

Join in on an Aussie Tradition - Beach Cricket

Image: Compliments of Delaware North Companies

Image: Tourism Australia Photographer: Anson Smart

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Image: Compliments of Delaware North Companies

Image: Tourism Australia Photographer: Anson Smart
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One of our favorite places - Lady Musgrave Island

The Bunker Group of islands & atolls - South Great Barrier Reef, QLD

Image: Tourism & Events Queensland Photographer: Tourism Queensland

Manta Magic - Nearby Lady Elliot Island
The Bunker Group of Islands & Atolls -South Great Barrier Reef QLD

Sheltered Waters Sailing - Hamilton Island, Whitsundays Group, QLD
Image: Tourism Australia Photographer: Ellenor Argyropoulos

Image: Lady Elliot Island Eco Resort Photographer: Lady Elliot Island Eco Resort

Boat Pass Hardy Reef, Great Barrier Reef, Whitsunday Area, QLD
Image: Tourism Australia Photographer: Maxime Coquard
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Stunning sheltered anchorages
for as far as the eye can see
Whitsunday Islands, QLD

Image: Tourism Australia Photographer: Adrian Brown

Is this the Med or Australia?

Blue Pearl Bay - Whitsunday Islands, QLD
Image with thanks to: One & Only Hayman Island
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WE ARE THE LEADING TRADE IN
ANTIFOUL, RESIN, FIBREGLASS, ANCHOR CHAIN &
BOAT CHANDLERY SUPPLIER ON THE GOLD COAST
Find us within The Boatworks at Coomera at the
Gold Coast Marine Precinct Right!

If you are looking for boating supplies, we offer a huge range
of boating accessories, coupled with substantial buying power,
we pass the savings on to our customers.
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC,
YOU CAN SHOP WHERE THE TRADIES SHOP!

DOWN UNDER RALLY PARTICIPANTS DISCOUNTS!
Show your ‘Down Under Rally Certificate of Participation’
and get up to 35% OFF your purchases!

Location: Unit 1 Building J /1 Boatworks Drive Coomera, QLD 4209
Within Australia dial: (07) 55000002 | From outside Australia dial: +61 7 55000002
Email: shop@marinetradesupplies.com.au | www.marinetradesupplies.com.au
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WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED!
TrimRight in association with Sewhat provide you with expert upholstery
and marine covers. By using the best products available and combining
them with our years of experience you are guaranteed a quality product.
Our overheads are low so our prices are competitive.

If you are looking for a great deal on a marina berth in a prime
location on the Gold Coast, your search is over. Hope Harbour
Marina is a premium marina in one of Australia’s most beautiful
lifestyle destinations. Hope Harbour Marina is tucked away in
a quiet, very secure and tranquil pocket at Hope Island’s most
eastern point, the closest commercial marina to the beautiful
Broadwater and only 20 minutes to the Gold Coast Seaway.
Hope Harbour Marina is an ideal destination for overseas visitors
as it is close to the many attractions the Gold Coast has to offer. It
also provides an extremely protected harbour with easy boating
access in most weather conditions.

Here is what a couple of our recent customers have had to say:
Mark Pateman reviewed TrimRight - 5 star - August 23, 2016
Very happy with my custom boat cover designed and made by Cayne at
Trimright! Great price and quality work! Would recommend to anyone.

Daniel Sutton reviewed TrimRight - 5 star - July 5, 2016
Couldn’t be happier with Caynes workmanship with my custom built
bimini, clears, storm cover and bow cover. From the very beginning he was
very easy to work with and has a very good understanding of boating and
what I was wanting to do. Kept me updated on keys aspects during the
build and wouldn’t hesitate to recommend his services.

Hope Harbour Marina is close to vibrant Surfers Paradise
and Brisbane, public transport and motorways, interstate and
international boat owners will enjoy easy access to their boat with
both the Coolangatta and Brisbane airports only an hour’s drive
from the marina.

Down Under Rally participants, be sure to quote the number on your
Certificate of Participation when you contact us for special offers
and discounts. Call or email for your free personalised quotes.
Cayne Steele | Mobile: +61 (0) 421 635 083
Julie Walker | Mobile: +61 (0) 423 854 511
Email: cayne@trimright.com.au | Website: www.trimright.com.au

Phone our friendly and helpful team and mention this ad
to receive a fantastic discount off our standard berth rates.
Terms and conditions apply.

Australia: (07) 5530 1333 | International: +61 7 55 301 333
Find us on Facebook or visit our
Website: www.trimright.com.au

www.hopeharbourmarina.com.au | info@hopeharbourmarina.com.au
Level 1 East, 9 John Lund Drive, Hope Island QLD 4212
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GENERATION 4
MARINE LED LIGHTING

uced by Shared Marketing including images, files, concepts and collateral remains the sole property of

PROUD PARTNER OF THE
Shared Marketing until paid for in full by the client.
“2016 DOWN UNDER RALLY”

mymarketing@sharedmarketing.com.au

www.sharedmarketing.com.au

DECK / FLOOD LIGHTING

GEN 4 UNDERWATER LIGHTING

•
•

RANGE OFFERS:-

LOW CURRENT DRAW
HIGH OUTPUT

BRACKET MOUNT
SPREADER LIGHT 12

FLUSH MOUNT
SPREADER LIGHT 12
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•

6 YEAR HOUSING WARRANTY

•

3 YEAR INTERNALS WARRANTY

•

NO BONDING TO ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

•

EXTERNAL IGNITION PROTECTION

•

HIGH TECH POLYMER HOUSING

•

INTERNALLY SERVICEABLE AND
UPGRADEABLE WITHOUT HAUL-OUT
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THINKING OF PAINTING?
THINK AGAIN...WHY NOT

YOUR BOAT

The benefits of vinyl wrapping your boat
Vinyl wraps have become increasingly popular as an alternative to
repainting your vessel for many reasons. Firstly, there is significantly
less upfront cost, with wraps often being much less than half of the
cost of painting. For example, the Nordhavn 62ft boat (pictured) was
quoted by local painters between $50,000 and $80,000 to respray,
while the wrap came in at just $15,000. Another big advantage is
that vinyl is much faster than painting, which ensures the cost of
hard stands is far less, enabling significantly reducing the time out
the water. Choosing vinyl also means it is maintenance free. Gel coat
and painted boats need to be polished on a regular basis, whereas
the wrap just needs to be maintained like a car - with a good wash
and wax. Vinyl also comes with an important guarantee ranging from
5 to 9 years depending on the colour chosen. And finally, vinyl is quick
and easy to repair impact damage. In most cases, the repairs can be
done in the water, with repaired areas being almost undetectable.
Print Image Signs is a local Gold Coast business, located conveniently
in the thriving Boat Works shipyard in Coomera. Husband and wife,
Rob and Leanne Bampton, run the signage business that specialises
in marine wraps for all shapes and sizes of boats. Rob and Leanne
have been working in signage for 25 years. And now, they have spent
the last two years turning their extensive vinyl expertise towards a
dizzying array of boats.
Having recently worked on a broad range of boats from jet skis and
tinnies to large catamarans, the business just finished its largest ever
mono-hull boat, the 62ft Atlas Nordhavn for local marlin fisherman
Garry Holt. The size and curves of the Atlas made it a complex project,
but it was still able to be completed with an eye-catching glossy
sheen and be back in the water in just a week, a mere fraction of the
time it would have taken to paint.

Rob Bampton cites preparation as the key to delivering such
consistently stunning results. While smaller boats can be wrapped
in a day, the team spend several days on larger boats, meticulously
applying the wrap to ensure it looks perfect.
Another important ingredient is the quality of the vinyl, so Rob and
the team use the highest grade 3M vinyl that is guaranteed for
between 5 and 9 years. A lot of people are concerned the wrap will
peel. This is not the case. They use 3M primers and edge sealers and
they guarantee the wrap will not peel. Depending on the colour and
storage conditions of your boat, it is possible to get over 10 years
from your wrap.
The vinyl wrap comes in many forms - solid colours, metallic, metal
flake, metal look, carbon fibre look, satin and matt finishes, a wide
range of timber-look finishes for interiors and custom-printed wraps.
The business also employs an in-house designer who can work with
you to create some absolutely jaw-dropping imagery, using the latest
HP latex large format printer, which is eco-friendly.
Print Image Signs proudly explain that no job is too small or too large
for them. It doesn’t matter whether you need something as simple
as a boating rego number applied, or whether you’re after a worldclass look for your charter boat at a fraction of the cost and time of
painting.
Call on Rob and Leanne Bampton at Print Image Signs on 5502 9255,
and you’ll be wrapped with the results!
Make sure to mention the Down Under Rally when you do as Print
Image signs offer discounts to our rally participants who they do
any work for!

Another recent boat wrap that received glowing feedback was one
designed specifically to promote the Down Under Rally on its flagship
catamaran, Songlines. Rally Director, John Hembrow said, “Songlines
is now more like a floating billboard with dozens of boats stopping
by Songlines to ask about the rally and the wrap. Songlines returned
in December having done over 4,000 ocean miles and the wrap still
looks as good as the day it was put on.” John, who, ironically, is a
qualified spray painter, says that he is 100% satisfied and that it has
exceeded his expectations both cosmetically and practically, as well
as saving him $1,500 in yearly polishing costs.

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
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Relax with AMW’s world leading technology
Desalination systems

Marine electronics

Pure water. Anytime, anywhere.
With output from 32L to 293L per hour, our
desalinators provide the freedom to explore.

Marine electronics

LED lighting solutions

Engineered to deliver the best navigation systems
Multifunction navigation, autopilots, radar, fishfinders, instruments,
thermal cameras, VHF communications, satellite TV, cameras

150537

Compelling marine design and technology
Superior electronics for every demanding marine application – inland
fishing, coastal fishing, sailing and day cruising or larger powerboats.

Australian Marine Wholesale
The Boat Works, Unit 2 Building J
1 Boat Works Drive, Coomera QLD 4209

The brighter choice in LED lighting is Lumitec - underwater,
down lights, flood, task, cockpit, courtesy, accent and rail lights
in over 500 lighting configurations and 22 models.

P +61 7 5580 1511
E sales@amwholesale.com.au
W www.amwholesale.com.au

DOWN UNDER DEAL! 15% off all products and services for Down Under Rally participants!

SIGNATURE YACHT SERVICES - Gold Coast
Signature Yachts specialise in on-board system maintenance, ongoing maintenance
programmes and the general upkeep of vessels to maximise the comfort, safety &
reliability of your vessel.
Most of our staff own boats and have spent time blue water cruising. They know how
important it is to get it right.
Our services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water systems including, freshwater, grey water and black water
Fuel systems
Steering systems
Propulsion and manoeuvring
Windlasses and Capstans
Mechanical engineering and repairs
Repairs to main engine or generator, as well as general servicing
Watermakers: Full installations, servicing and troubleshooting and repairs 		
(Spectra trained technician)
Paint Re-finishing and Varnishing
Cleaning and Polishing

If you would like a quote or any other information about Signature Yacht Services,
please contact us.
If dialling from outside Australia, dial: +61 409 720 329
If dialling within Australia, dial: 0419 720 329
Email: info@signatureyachtservices.com
Website: www.signatureyachtservices.com

Ask us about our Down Under Discount for Down Under Rally Participants!

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
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NEW SAILS | LAZY JACK BOOM COVERS
SAIL FURLERS | SAIL SERVICING | SAIL REPAIRS
BLOCKS & ROPES | UV REPLACEMENT
TRAMPOLINES | COVERS
MIKE & JOE ARE READY TO HELP MAKE YOUR SAILING BETTER!
Call: 0407402083 | Email: mike@goldcoastsailmakers.com.au

FATHER & SON TEAM
About: Gold Coast Sailmakers

It was in Darwin in the early 90’s whilst working for
Coastwatch that Mike decided he wanted to design and
build a new boat. So Sly Fox was born, she is a 42ft, light
displacement, water ballasted yacht with twin rudders
and retractable fin with a bulb. She was designed and built
entirely by Mike over 4 years and launched in 1996.
Wanderlust then took over again and Mike set sail from
Darwin with his wife Julia and baby son Joe on their world
cruise. Over the next 7 years they circumnavigated the globe,
stopping for 18 months in England where their daughter
Jessica was born.
Throughout the cruising years Mike carried his industrial
sewing machine on board Sly Fox and was kept busy repairing
sails and making covers for other cruisers. Mike now calls
the Gold Coast home and his life has come full circle with the
decision to return to his first love - sail making, and his son
Joe is now working with Mike in the loft and learning from the
master.

Mike Sabin of Gold Coast Sail makers is a sailmaker
with a life time of experience to back him up!
Mike grew up in Perth where he spent his early years sailing,
surfing and windsurfing. He inherited his love of sailing and
boatbuilding from his father and sailed competitively in
several dinghy classes with the Royal Perth Yacht Cub.

Mike & Joe understand the needs of cruising yachts
and they have earned a reputation for delivering
quality workmanship at an affordable price.

After school he completed his sail making apprenticeship at
Tasker’s Sail loft then honed his skills with several other Perth
based sailmakers, before opening his own loft.
After a few years running the loft Mike then took a ‘seabatical’
and circumnavigated Australia on his 30ft yacht, earning his
living doing yacht deliveries and various other jobs.
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North Coast, NSW

Mandatory Credit: Destination NSW

As is often the case, many of the premium cruising grounds
are those you have never heard of!
The areas immediately to the north and south of Newcastle offer some spectacular cruising and are within a day sail
away or less including the ‘bucket list’ destination Sydney Harbour.
Some that fall into this ‘never heard of’ category are in the Northern Beaches areas of Port Stephens, Lake Macquarie
& Pittwater - all of which are just a day sail apart with Pittwater being less than a half a days sail to Sydney Harbour!...
perfect for when family or friends come to visit and you want to take them cruising for a few days or to just take a break
yourself.

“The entrance channel to Lake Macquaire is subject to silting and is constantly changing. Coast Guard Lake Macquarie should be contacted
to confirm suitability of your craft for transit of the channel and to confirm times for the opening of the bridge at the entrance to the lake.”

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
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Shoal Bay, Port Stephens, NSW

Mandatory Credit: Destination NSW Photographer: Hamilton Lund

Port Stephens
The Port Stephens Great Lakes Marine Park lies at the
heart of one of the most stunning regions on the east
coast of Australia.
With the magnificent Great Dividing Range as a backdrop
and fringed by more than 300km of spectacular coastal
scenery, the Port Stephens and Great Lakes regions is a
stunning cruising destination. Encompassing an area of
approximately 134 square kilometers, Port Stephens

is larger than Sydney Harbour. Port Stephens extends
approximately 24km (15 miles) inland from the Tasman
Sea and at its widest point it is 6.5km across. This massive
98,000ha marine park, protects some of the state’s most
precious marine creatures and their habitats. One of
Australia’s most extraordinary marine playgrounds, The
Port Stephens Great Lakes Marine Park has it all. Whether
you like to dive, snorkel, fish, surf, swim or explore, you
won’t believe how much is on offer here.

Palm Beach, NSW

Mandatory Credit: Destination NSW Photographer: Hamilton Lund

Broken Bay - Pittwater
The beautiful surroundings and breathtaking waterways
are just 48nm from Newcastle & 15nm miles from
Sydney.Unlike Sydney Harbour with its heavy traffic
of commercial vessels, ships and ferries, Broken Bay
waterways are frequented by pleasure boats and
bordered with clean beaches and people enjoying a
relaxed lifestyle.
There are not many places in the world where you can
anchor the yacht, dinghy ashore and stroll past a lovely
golf course onto a world-class surf beach. The water
is clear and the waves are perfect for everything from
body surfing to competition wave riding. Most of the
23 northern beaches, are patrolled by life guards. Palm
Beach is where the famous TV series ‘Home and Away’ is
filmed. There are moorings available nearly everywhere
you go so you’ll almost never have to drop the hook.
There are literally hundreds of places
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to spend the night ranging from the total quiet of a
beautiful wilderness location to right in front of a popular
disco. Choose to BBQ aboard, have a picnic ashore, call
for a pizza or dine out in some of the best restaurants in
the world. The Ku-Ring-Gai Chase National Park forms
the centerpiece of the Broken Bay, Cowan, and Pittwater
cruising grounds and is one of 10 national parks and
nature reserves in the area.
There are access trails that come down from the high
sandstone ridges to the sheltered anchorages. You’ll
discover ancient petroglyphs (rock carvings) and caves
with hand prints and shell middens from the Kur-RingGai Aboriginal people lived here for thousands of years.
You’ll see wallabies in the early morning and bandicoots
in the evening. The wildflowers are stunning and the bird
life exotic and colorful.
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www.dbyboatsales.com.au
Email: sales@dbyboatsales.com.au
Phone: +61 2 9999 3311

www.justmultihulls.com.au
Email: sales@justmultihulls.com.au
Phone: +61 2 9979 1661

SELLING IN AUSTRALIA?

How we’re Different...

DBY Boat Sales in conjunction with our Multihulls division ‘Just Multihulls’, offer a one stop shop for incoming cruisers.
Not only do we specialise in advice on valuations, marketing and the sale of vessels, but in the expediting and navigation
of the myriad of administrative and government requirements you may need to know and wade through when selling your
yacht internationally. We offer you:
•
•
•
•
•

Listing / Marketing / Selling
International valuations
Temporary moorings & marina berths
Storage, packing, shipping or equipment back to home
Weather routing & tour guide information

•
•
•
•
•

Insurance - Club Marina Platinum Agent
Customs & Quarantine Advice
De-Registration
Access to repair & maintenance facilities
Yacht Delivery

Our aim is to take the pressure off you and drawing on our combined years of experience, provide a seamless and
professional service.
The team of ‘DBY Boat Sales’ and ‘Just Multihulls’ brokers bring knowledge, stability and exceptional personal service for
our customers with a broker allocated to each client from enquiry to completion of sale.
A recent Canadian seller’s feedback:“Hello Naomi,
We have just sold our Beneteau Oceanis 461 ‘Quickstar’ through Rod Waterhouse at DBY Boat Sales.
Since the time we fist contacted Rod while we were in Fiji, he has been responsive and pro-active. Once we had arrived in Pittwater,
Rod listed ‘Quickstar’ for sale. We then flew home to Canada and he took care of everything since then.
Our sailboat was a unique custom configuration that didn’t have mass market appeal, so he needed to work hard to get showings to the
more limited potential client base.
We have been more than satisfied with the professionalism, email updates and extra effort that he had to
put in to selling our boat to maximise the sale price. Their mooring rates were also very reasonable and
we appreciated the guardianship of ‘Quickstar’ while we were halfway around the world.
Once sold, they recommended a foreign exchange company that got us a better rate. They even took
care of this for us and we received the proceeds immediately. They went above and beyond and we
would highly recommend Rod and DBY Boat Sales.
Please send our thanks once again to Rod and the team.”
Diana Young and Peter Bruckmann, ‘Quickstar’ Beneteau Oceanis 461

‘Like’ our Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/downunderrally/

Down Under Rally
Facebook Page
Read our helpful &
informative posts about

FIJI, VANUATU &
NEW CALEDONIA

& sailing in general on
our up-to-date
Facebook Page

‘Join’ our Facebook Group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/downunderrallygowest/

‘Down Under Rally
Go West’ Facebook
Group
Join the group & share
information about anything
to do with the Rally... post
your plans & general sailing
information that may be
useful to your fellow sailors!
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Australia’s world leader in autopilot technology
Coursemaster Autopilots has been designing and manufacturing a complete range of autopilots for over 40 years, and
currently exports to Europe, SE Asia, Middle East, China and USA through our international dealer network.
Suitable for casual cruising, charter boats, or setting off on a long-haul ocean adventure, Coursemaster’s commitment to
innovative autopilot technology and their depth of knowledge of both power and sailing steering systems, means they can
assist with choosing the best autopilot system for your boat from 5m – 100m, power and sail, mono and multi-hulls, both
light and heavy displacement.
The latest CM950 and CM85i autopilots are fully-featured for short-handed cruising and suitable for either power or sailing
vessels from 6m – 40m in length. The software continuously monitors the autopilot’s performance and the self-tuning
adjusts according to boat speed, sea conditions and trim. The rate gyro compass maximises course-holding accuracy and
minimises the effects of acceleration, roll, and pitch.
Drive options for Coursemaster include linear, hydraulic, rotary or solenoid and they recommend HyDrive hydraulic steering,
an Australian-owned company that is acknowledged as one of the world leaders in boat steering technology. HyDrive
Engineering offer a comprehensive range of easy-to-install hydraulic steering kits suitable for all types of inboards, outboards,
jets and sterndrives. Designed to meet the needs of multihulls worldwide, HyDrive’s Heavy Duty range of steering offers the
best in fluid-link independent rudder control available and eliminates the need for cables and tie rods.
Their range of autopilots and hydraulic steering are on the web including enquiry forms to complete for detailed quotations
on the best system for your boat.
Australian-owned, Coursemaster Autopilots Pty Ltd has been recognised and acknowledged by international marine industry
specialists as their Australian representative distributor of world-leading marine electronics.

www.coursemaster.com
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KVH Satellite TV, communicaations
and world-leading maritime
broadband service

HD150-9 HyDrive Heavy Duty Cylinder.
HyDrive hydraulic steering cylinders are
manufactured in Australia for maximum
corrosion resistance

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

CM950 Autopilot. New model
features popular course
changing knob. All models
interface with GPS
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Sydney Harbour Aerials

Mandatory Credit: Destination NSW

Make sure you plan your day and get in early
for a prime spot at a Sydney Harbour event.
Port Jackson, also called Sydney Harbour, is the natural
harbour of Sydney, New South Wales.
Sydney Harbour the largest natural harbour in the
world is regarded as one of the most beautiful natural
harbours in the world.

Around Sydney Harbour’s fringe you’ll also find national
parks, World Heritage sites, rich Aboriginal heritage and
early colonial history.
On the water, above the water or below it, there’s a million
ways to enjoy Sydney Harbour.

The harbour is an inlet of the Tasman Sea (part of the
South Pacific Ocean). The location of the first European
settlement in Australia, Port Jackson has continued
to play a key role in the history and development of
Sydney.

Many special events are based on or around Sydney
Harbour throughout the year. Some of the major events
during summer when the harbour comes alive are:

With more than 240 kilometres of shoreline and
meandering waterways, there’s plenty to explore and
discover.

•
•
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Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race - Boxing Day,
December 26th
Sydney’s New Year’s Eve Fireworks
Australia Day - January 26th

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Spend some time relaxing in one of the many
inlets and bays of Sydney Harbour

Sydney Harbour Aerials

Mandatory Credit: Destination NSW

Watsons Bay, Sydney

Mandatory Credit: Destination NSW
Photographer: Hamilton Lund

Sydney Harbour Kayaks, The Spit
Mandatory Credit: Destination NSW
Photographer: Marianne Lacey

The best way to
experience
Sydney Harbour
is from the
water

Sailing, Sydney NSW

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia Photographer: Hugh Stewart
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Sydney Fireworks, New Year’s Eve 2007

Mandatory Credit: Destination NSW Photographer: Hamilton Lund

Enjoy the New Years Eve Fireworks in
Sydney Harbour on your boat...

Join the spectator fleet for the start of the annual
Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race Start - Boxing Day, 26th December

Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race

Mandatory Credit: Destination NSW Photographer: Hamilton Lund
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Australia Day, Sydney Harbour - Tall Ship Races

There is always
something to see
or do in Sydney!

A night at the Opera,
Sydney Opera House

Taronga Zoo, Sydney

Mandatory Credit: Destination NSW Photographer: Sally Mayman

Couple, Opera House, Sydney

Mandatory Credit: Destination NSW Photographer: James Horan

Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras Parade 2015

Visit Taronga Park Zoo

Mandatory Credit: Steven Yee

Join in the fun &
celebrations of
the Mardi Gras
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‘Thank You’ to David & Marcie of ‘Nine of Cups’
for permission to share the following article:

1. RIDE THE FERRIES
Buy a day pass and ride all day and well into the night.
A unique mass transport system, riding the ferries is
the best and most scenic way to get around this historic
seaport city and see the sights.

2. WALK ACROSS THE ICONIC SYDNEY 		
HARBOUR BRIDGE
Walk across the bridge for outstanding views. Walk under
the bridge and check out the girders and structure that
supports one of Sydney’s great icons. Sail under the bridge
…just take a ferry. You can even climb the bridge if you’re
brave enough and want to spend the bucks.

3. SEE THE ECLECTIC STREET ART…
FOR FREE…just by walking around. It’s like a citywide
scavenger hunt to find the most unusual pieces of art in
the most unusual places.

4. CHINATOWN
Colorful,cultural and great fun. Chinatown offers just
what you’d expect: restaurants, Chinese dragons, Foo
dog statues, tiny shops. On your way, check out the
imaginative window dressings in the upscale stores
along George Street as well as QVB (Queen Victoria
Building), the Town Hall and the very gothic St. Andrew’s
Cathedral.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: When viewing this electronic version
of GO WEST all the text that is underlined provides you
with a link to an external website so that you can do your
own research about these locations.
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5. PADDY’S MARKETS
Just across the tracks from Chinatown is eclectic Paddy’s
Markets. Like a huge indoor flea market, this longestablished market has a zillion little booths to browse
through. It’s great for fresh fruit and veggies, as well as
great low-priced souvenirs from t-shirts to boomerangs
to those clip-on koalas everybody loves.

6. ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS
It’s not just flowers, plants and trees, it’s a whole lot more.
Pleasant, shady paths, artwork, outstanding views of the
harbor and it’s located right next door to the Opera House.
Admission to Australia’s first and oldest botanical garden
is free.

7. SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE
You don’t have to buy a ticket or take a tour to get inside
although to see behind the stage, you do need to shell out
some bucks. The outside is interesting, too. Just climbing
the stairs to the entrance is a hoot. I took a close-up shot
of the Opera House tiles and use it as wallpaper on my
computer. If you’ve got the time and the bucks, see a
show.

8. TAKE A SELF-GUIDED HISTORICAL WALKING
TOUR
Sydney is an historic city and there are reminders of
its history everywhere. From the Welcome Wall, listing
thousands of immigrants welcomed to Australia’s shores
(free), to heritage-listed Cockatoo Island (free admission,
access is only by ferry), former convict prison and
shipyard to the Australia National Maritime Museum
(admission charge) to Mrs. Macquarie’s Chair, a sandstone
promontory with great views of the harbour. Well-marked
signs and placards enhance your walk and your knowledge
of Sydney.

9. WATCH THE BUSKERS THAT CONGREGATE
ON THE FERRY DOCK
Get entertained. Watch jugglers, clowns, acrobats,
musicians, even Aborigines playing didgeridoos. It’s all
there and it’s all fun and free. If you like the entertainment,
it might be nice to make a gold coin donation though!

10. BONDI BEACH
Only 7km (a 15 minutes bus ride) from Sydney and you’re
walking in the sand and surf at world-famous Bondi
Beach. From surfing, to swimming, to ‘beachie’ cafes,
restaurants and boutiques, it’s worth the trip.

11. HAVE A PINT AT SYDNEY’S OLDEST PUB
Some may argue which pub is the oldest. We bellied up
to the bar at the Fortune of War on George Street in The
Rocks right downtown. They had 15 beers on tap, the
barkeep was friendly and so were the other patrons.

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

S/V NINE OF CUPS - TIPS FOR VISITING SYDNEY:
Public transportation (bus, ferry, train) is really a
bargain in Sydney and gets you virtually anywhere
you want to go in the city and the suburbs. There’s
so much more to see and do in and around Sydney,
but these 11 topped our list and fell within our
budget. The Sydney tourist info kiosks provide
lots of information and maps plus tons of options
for enjoying the city. As always, we had our Lonely
Planet with us. We had Lonely Planet Australia,
but there’s a specific one for Sydney as well.
Though we had the luxury of having our hotel and
restaurant with us and didn’t need a room, we
noted lots of inexpensive backpacker hostels that
were centrally located, reasonably priced and basic.
We tend to shop at the fresh markets and local
supermarkets for each day’s meals, which cuts
down tremendously on restaurant costs and allows
an occasional splurge, like at the pub, for instance.
Thanks again to David & Marcie of S/V Nine of Cups
for allowing us to share this article.For more from
S/V Nine of Cups about their time in Sydney visit:
http://nineofcups.com/Australia_New_South_
Wales.html
Go West 2017 Edition
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Road Sign, SA

Image: Tourism Australia Photographer: Nick Rains

You’ll not see a road sign like this anywhere else in the world!
With literally hundreds of Marinas, Moorings and Yacht
Clubs you will always be able to find a safe place to leave
the boat as you venture along the coast .
If you have bought your own ‘land yacht’ (car or camper
van) you can then catch a bus a train or a plane back
to where you left it and then do a road trip along the
coast to see the sights that you missed between sailing
destinations.
You might even chose to ‘get off the beaten track’ and
meet some of those ‘Aussie Characters’ you have heard
so much about, share a beer in a pub and a story, you will
be sure to remember these guys!
From iconic destinations like ‘Uluru’ in the outback to the
world heritage listed national parks, the far north where
the rainforest meets the reef and the snowfields of the
south this will be like no other country you have explored.
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Self Drive, The Kimberley, WA

Image: Tourism Australia Photographer: Oliver Strewe

Get off the beaten track
in a ‘Landcruiser’

(That is the actual name of the model of the vehicle!)

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Maybe a better name would be Land Yacht?
Image: Tourism Australia Photographer: Nick Rains

OK, you don’t always have to rough it!
Leanne & I at the Sails In The Desert Resort, Ayres Rock, Northern Territory, Outback, Australia

You know where this is right? Uluru (Ayres Rock), Outback, Australia

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Sounds of Silence Experience - 5 star dining under the stars
Uluru (Ayres Rock), Outback, Australia
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Maybe ‘GLAMPING’
(Glamour Camping)
is more your style?

Camel Train at Stockton Beach,
Port Stephens, NSW

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia
Photographer: Hugh Stewart

Scenic Rim Trail by Spicers, Spicers Canopy Camp, Main
Range National Park, QLD
Image & Photographer: Spicers Retreat / Great Walks of Australia

East Coast Natureworld, Bicheno, TAS

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia
Photographer: Graham Freeman

Check out
Great Southern Rail for many
ways to explore Australia.
http://www.greatsouthernrail.com.au/

You can even do some
‘Train Cruising’

Queensland Rail, The Indian Pacific
Image: Compliments of Great Southern Rail

And take the car as well!

For more of
what’s on offer
in Australia,
check out the official
Australian Tourism Website
http://www.australia.com/en#/intro/show
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Twelve Apostles, Great Ocean Rd, Victoria

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia Photographer: Chris Kapa

Blue Mountains, NSW

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia Photographer: Ellenor Argyropoulos

Far North QLD, Daintree EcoLodge & Spa 
Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia Copyright
Photographer: Richard Powers
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No matter how you
decide to do it...
there is plenty to
discover!
Go West 2017 Edition
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The Three Sisters, Blue Mountains, Katoomba, NSW
Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia Photographer: Lincoln Fowler

Tamborine Rainforest Skywalk,Tamborine Mountain, QLD
Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia Photographer: Jamie MacFadyen

The Daintree National Park, QLD

Mandatory Credit / Photographer: Luxury Lodges of Australia

Parrot @ Kangaroo Island, SA

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia Photographer: Greg Snell

Koala @ Kangaroo Island, SA

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia Photographer: Greg Snell
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Snakes Alive Wildlife Sanctuary, Maryborough, QLD
Image: Tourism Australia Photographer: Maxime Coquard
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LANDCRUISING WITH ‘HUCK’

2015 ‘Down Under Rally’ Participants, Joe & Heidi off S/Y Huck,
share some memories & valuable tips from their trip!!
Australia is not like most countries we visit when cruising
for several reasons. The biggest difference is that the
country is HUGE!
We arrived in October as part of the ‘Down Under Rally’
and we attended the ‘Down Under Rally’ presentations
on Down Under cruising, both land and sea, during
the Rally Welcome Week. It was after attending these
presentations that we decided it would be a real shame
to have sailed halfway around the world to get here but
not spend the time needed to really explore Australia.
That was 8 months ago and despite spending 4 months
‘on the road’ we still really have only scratched the
surface when it comes to seeing Australia.
Like many other cruisers we have been traveling aboard
our boat for several years and for us it just ‘feels right’ to
want to get some dirt under our feet again. Many cruisers
consider buying a car and renting a caravan. Some rent
cars where and when they can and do several shorter
road trips. For Heidi and I, we knew that the type of travel
we wanted to do would be difficult in a rented vehicle. We
expected that we would be traveling long distances and
visiting remote places to see things that most tourists
would miss. If this sounds familiar, it should. It’s the same
reason we all travel by boat. As Robert Frost wrote “Two
roads diverged in a wood, and I - I took the one less traveled
by, and that has made all the difference.”

We also had a vision of how we wanted to travel. We
knew we wanted a capable 4WD so we could camp and
explore more remote areas. We were also not keen on
sleeping in a tent on the ground. What we really wanted
was a roof top tent so that we would be well up above
all the wonderful creatures that crawl around in the
Australia night.
Soon after arriving in Australia on the 2015 Down Under
Rally and with our ‘minds eye’ image of the perfect
vehicle captured we began searching various car sales
sites on the Internet until we had a shortlist of suitable
vehicles. We then hired a car and proceeded to inspect
them one by one until we were lucky enough to find the
perfect ‘land yacht’ for us, a very well equipped, well
maintained but older Toyota Landcruiser 4WD that had
been modified for traveling around Australia.

“Simply put… we wanted to be
on the road less traveled.”
© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
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LANDCRUISING WITH ‘HUCK’...
When you are traveling hundreds of kilometers on 4WD
tracks, it is comforting to know that you have enough fuel
to continue on for long distances rather than having to
divert and go find fuel. The previous owners had installed
a long-range fuel tank giving us a range of over 1800
km (1100+ miles). They had also installed an upgraded
suspension, a winch, and a Hannibal Safari Roof Top Tent,
Rack & Awning. It also has built in drawers, a pull out ARB
Fridge, a large water tank and even a heat exchanger for
hot showers.

“Virtually all to the comforts of
home - assuming of course that
your home is a boat!”
For our ‘shake down’ trip, we headed a few hours away
to Barrington Tops National Park. We chose a 4WD track
into a remote camping spot so we could test the 4WD
capabilities, as well as the roof top tent setup. The truck
performed perfectly and we spent a wonderful few days
in our remote little spot. One odd thing we noticed at this
particular camp sight was the lack of much wildlife. We
had really expected to see kangaroos, beautiful birds, and
all the other amazing things you find in the Australian
wilderness.
A few days later a Parks Ranger suggested we try another
campground called Gloucester Falls so we headed there
to camp for a few more days.
What an amazing difference - at this one camp site we
saw over a dozen different birds including some favorites
like Kookaburras, Crimson Rosellas, and Superb FairyWrens. I should mention now that we were not avid
bird watchers. What we found quickly is that the same
interest that we have in finding reef fish and snorkeling
translated very well to finding and identifying Aussie
birds in the wild.
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Lesson One: Always talk to the locals. They
are always more than happy to share great
information about their part of Australia.
They’ll know all the best places, and will help
guide you to the must-see locations nearby.
It is not uncommon for them to invite you
into their homes, and share their stories.

In total we traveled over 20,000 km (12,427 miles)
exploring our way around Australia, following a route
similar to the one depicted on the map below

With our ‘shake down’ we were ready to leave on our big
trip. The overall plan was to travel south from Newcastle
where Huck was berthed, then head West, eventually
head North, then back across the Red Center/Uluru
and once again into New South Wales. We had already
begun identifying the key places we wanted to see. This
list included places like the Snowy Mountains, the 12
Apostles, the Great Ocean Road, the Nullarbor, Wave
Rock, and certainly, Uluru. We also wanted to seek out
Koalas, Kangaroos, Wallabies, Platypus, Kookaburras,
Emu and Goanna.

“We wanted to find them all in the
wild and not in a zoo or sanctuary.”

BETTER
TOOLS FOR
OFFSHORE
SAILING
GET FREE FORECASTS
AND TOOLS NOW AT

www.predictwind.com
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LANDCRUISING WITH ‘HUCK’...
As a general rule in Australia, you keep to the southern
coasts in summer and head north for the winter.
Remembering of course that the seasons are reversed
from the Northern Hemisphere. Most of central and
western Australia - the bulk of the country - is extremely
arid and flat. Nearly all of the population in Australia lives
within 20km of the ocean leaving much of the country
sparsely populated. These remote areas of the ‘Outback’
are exactly what we wanted to go explore.
So let the adventure begin! Our first destination was
to be Long Plain Hut, in the Snowy Mountains; largely
because we had a made a friend in Newcastle who’s said
this was his favorite place. Although it was beautiful, it
was also very horse-centric. There were Brumbies, or
wild Australian Horses roaming throughout the area.
They were very interesting to see, and watch, until a
group of brumbies (officially termed a ‘Mob’) came to visit
our truck at 1:00am. Roughly 30 or so brumbies milling
about make a lot of noise. They were harmless for the
most part, but are large animals and we were very glad to
be sitting up high in our roof top tent rather than sleeping
on the ground.

While we were at Long Plain Hut we had several
conversations with the other campers. Some were
locals and shared their knowledge of area. Others were
just traveling through and shared an entirely different
viewpoint. The travelers were either going a similar
direction as we were, or they had just come from the area
that we were going to next. In either case they had great
information to share.
One couple, in a very muddy 4WD, talked about the great
off road tracks near the border of New South Wales,
and Victoria. We really didn’t have any firm plans, so we
decided to use the information they shared to form the
next leg of our journey. We headed off to find the iconic
Davies Plain 4WD Track that begins as you drive through
the Murray River and into Victoria.
“I may have failed to mention that our truck also had
a Snorkel installed. Snorkeling takes on a whole new
meaning when you are exploring Australia via 4WD.”

Lesson Two: Roof top tents, and other more
protected sleeping arrangements offer a
great deal of comfort when traveling to
new places.
T R AV E L I N S U R A N C E D E S I G N E D F O R C R U I S E R S
Not all Travel Insurance is created equal, especially for the offshore cruising sailor. When private
vessels are involved, you do need to be very careful as to what cover the Insurer is actually providing.
Some Insurers exclude ANY cover whatsoever when on a private vessel, no matter where you are.
Also be careful of some policies that say you are covered within a certain distance from land –
this will only apply if you are no more than the stated mileage from land for the whole voyage. For
example, if you were heading off on a blue water passage, you are sailing beyond the usual limit (say
10 miles) so at no time will you be covered aboard your vessel, even when you are just cruising within
sight of land.
Baileys Insurance have thoroughly researched the market, and can recommend the specialist
Yachtsman’s Travel policy through Topsail Insurance, UK. Topsail provides cover on private vessels
anywhere, and includes a benefit for search and rescue operations.
The thing to remember is where were you at the time the event or loss occurred. If you were outside
the 10 or 25-mile limit for example, and suffered a severe stroke requiring medical attention and
repatriation, you wouldn’t be covered under most other policies. You couldn’t then head in to land
and claim whilst you were within the limits! In addition to the cover whilst on a private vessel, all
policies include the usual benefits needed as part of a travel insurance package, however Topsail do
not include cover for any rental vehicle excess, as some policies do.
The Down Under Rally recommends the full cover option through Baileys from Topsail.

Travel Insurance
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Address: PO Box 101101, North Shore, Auckland 0745
Email: neil@baileysinsurance.co.nz
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Office: +64 9 444 8860 (free 0800 89 85 85)
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Lesson Three: Other travelers have
fantastic information about the areas you
are likely heading into. The locals have
great information about the immediate
area, but many of them seldom venture
very far from their home.

but we did know that it was a very long stretch of road
with virtually nothing along the way. We would have to
cross it to get to Western Australia and eventually on
towards Perth.

Our fluid approach to traveling proved to be instrumental
in helping us see some of our very favorite places across
Australia. Here is a quick story to highlight this point:
We were camping in a beautiful little seaside town called
Port Fairy, VIC. There were several wildlife hikes in the
area, the weather was great and there was wonderful
seafood. Our plan was to continue west towards Mount
Gambier in South Australia. We had contemplated going
to an area called the Grampians but that would take us
several hours due north, and then we’d have to work our
way back down to the coast. It is also worth mentioning
that the Easter Holiday was fast approaching and during
these holiday times, Australians flood into the camping
areas making it very difficult for us transient travelers to
find a spot to camp.
While in Port Fairy we met two lovely couples. Kevin
& Jennifer and Shane & Jennifer. They were both
traveling separately but knew each other. Kevin and
Jennifer actually lived in Halls Gap in the Grampians and
convinced us that a trip North would be well worth it.
Taking their advice we ended up finding yet another of
our favorite areas of Australia. Rough, rocky mountains
with rivers running through them, an amazing number of
incredible hiking trails and more wildlife than we’ve seen
anywhere else in our travels. This was also an example of
Australians opening their home to us, as we stayed with
them, and their family at their home over the long Easter
weekend.

We had a few misconceptions before we went across.
We were not sure if the whole distance was paved, or if
sections were still just dirt. We also had not had very much
experience with the ‘Australian Road Trains’ - huge, long
semi-trucks pulling 3-4 trailers in a row. We had heard
stories from Australians, and seen information online
about how difficult it is to pass on of these monstrous
trucks. They move slightly slower than passenger
vehicles, they are very long, they throw rocks up from
their tires, and there are warning about them all along
the roads. In the end we found that the last dirt section
of the Nullarbor was sealed in 1976. We also found that
there are Roadhouses/fuel stops along the way. There is
even the Nullarbor Links, the worlds longest Golf Course.
Participating Roadhouses/townships host one hole each
across a distance 1,365 km. You can rent clubs at one
end of the Nullarbor and return them at the other end.
Oh, and the Road Trains, while immense are very well
behaved and since the road is sealed are easily passed
using the passing lanes.

Continuing along our journey West, we were approaching
the Eyre Highway, which crosses the Nullarbor Plain.
‘Nullarbor’ literally translates to ‘No Trees’. Interesting
when you consider that the Nullarbor Plain occupies
an area of roughly 200,000 square kilometers (77,000
square miles). This area was originally considered to be
uninhabitable by everyone except the few indigenous
aboriginal tribes that lived there. In 1941, a rough track
was carved across the South Coast of the continent. We
hadn’t done much research about crossing the Nullarbor
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LANDCRUISING WITH ‘HUCK’...
At this point, we were in Western Australia.
If you look at a map of the Australia you’ll see that each
of the 7 States has rather normal looking boundaries
with the exception of Western Australia. It’s almost as if
the Australians grew tired of making up the states and
decided to simply draw a huge line down the center of
the country.
Western Australia is huge! It is also sparsely populated
with the exception of Perth. Once you leave Perth heading
North along the coast, the small towns quickly give way
to long stretches of road with little more than cattle
stations occasionally showing up. There are definitely
some interesting little towns, but they are few and far
between.
The Cattle Stations were an interesting thing for us
to learn about. Keeping in mind that much of Australia
is very arid, and there are years upon years of drought,
many of these stations are no longer able to support
the industry that created them. Some have moved from
raising cattle to raising sheep, but several of them have
found new life by hosting travelers. These stations are
often in excess of 1 million acres. Some are still working
cattle stations. All of them have interesting histories, and
wonderful people.
We had now worked our way up to Cape Range National
Park near Exmouth, WA, where you can explore the
Ningaloo Reef. This reef is on of the longest fringing reefs
in the world, and is located within close proximity to the
shore. You enjoyed swimming with Whale Sharks, and
snorkel along the reef. Unfortunately when we left for
our “Land Cruise” we didn’t have the foresight to bring
along our snorkeling/diving gear, so we had to rent the
equipment.

Lesson Four: Even thought you’re
traveling by land, there are great places
along the way to get in the water, swim,
and snorkel. Take your bathers and gear
with you!

It’s 2,750km of mostly unsealed road. In order
to travel through this section of Australia you
are required to get permits allowing you to cross
Aboriginal Lands. These permit`s were easy and
free to obtain. In hindsight, they are more intended
to track the number of people crossing so that
appropriate funding can be obtained for road
improvements. Along the way there are sections
of road that allow you to reach speeds of roughly
100km/hr. In this very dry arid desert they had just
had several days of rain, and some of the sections
were nearly flooded. Once again, having a 4WD
with a snorkel allowed us to proceed nicely along
our way towards the famed Uluru. As we got closer,
our first view of the rock formations around Uluru
was striking group of domes rocks called KataTjuta (‘The Olgas’). It was early in the afternoon
and our initial view of the mountains with clouds
obscuring the top was simply amazing. It was one
of the most memorable sites of the entire trip.

“Two roads diverged in a wood,
and I - I took the one less
traveled by, and that has made
all the difference.”
ROBERT FROST

Upon leaving Exmouth we began our journey
towards the Red Center. Our first stop to the
East was in Karijini National Park, an area with
incredible gorge hikes, and beautiful freshwater
swimming holes. From Karijini we headed
Southeast through very remote mining areas. We
made our way to the Western most end of the
‘Outback Way’ - Australia’s Longest Shortcut.
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We were now about to enter civilization again, as was
evident as soon as we pulled the truck into the parking
lot to hike Walpa Gorge. Our normally white Land
Cruiser, covered from stem to stern in Red Bull dust,
stood out distinctly from the nice clean, paved road
traveling cars and trucks.
After a great little hike we headed to Ayers Rock (Uluru)
Resort Village. There are few, if any, camping areas near
Uluru, so we pulled into the Resort Caravan Park and
wedged ourselves into a rather small, yet expensive site.
You could hear the huge generators, which run 24/7 to
provide lights and power to the whole area. To be honest,
it was a similar feeling to pulling into a marina berth
after you’ve been out cruising for months on end. Just
like a marina, we did enjoy some of the amenities that
the park had to offer including plenty of drinking water
(which had been pretty scarce across much of the West.
We went to the BBQ Restaurant and had a beer. We did
laundry, trying to get as much of the Red bull dust out of
our clothes as possible.
We went to Uluru the next day for a long hike around
the base of the Rock. It was a scenic walk, but was
rather lacking in the wildlife department.
Through our travels we had come to recognize the
signs of wildlife, even if we were not lucky enough to
spot the animals themselves. Around Uluru we were
disappointed to not even see the signs of wildlife. We
really had become spoiled.

their story of coming to that remote part of the bush.
We also got to catch up with old cruising friends near
Brisbane.
All in all, the final few weeks were a blur, but it was
wonderful coming back in to familiar territory again.
The feeling of arriving back on the boat after being gone
for nearly 4 months was fantastic, even if it was at
1:00am.
We feel we have now done enough ‘Land Cruising’ and
we are looking forward to returning home for a couple
of months, missing the coldest part of the winter here,
and returning later in the year for another Sydney Harbor
Christmas & New Years Eve. We loved it last year! In early
2017 we think we might sail to Tasmania and spend a
couple of months exploring ‘Tassie’ as the Aussies say. Then
we will likely sail north along the east coast with the goal of
departing Australia for Indonesia in July.

Leaving the Uluru area and Alice Springs, we were
now on our homeward stretch. We would soon
enter Queensland from the Northern Territory, and
Queensland is just North of New South Wales.

Have I mentioned just how BIG Australia is?

Although we were mentally on the homestretch, the
distance from Alice Springs to Newcastle, NSW is still
over 3,700km. In our minds we would just pop across to
Bundaberg, down to Brisbane, and on down the coast
to Newcastle. We basically did exactly that, but it took
us a few weeks to make our way home. As we headed
back to Huck we had some great surprises like stopping
at yet another ‘Station’ called Gumtree where a fifth
generation family runs the caravan park and shared
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HUCK’S HELPFUL HINTS & TIPS!
We have loved our time in Australia so far and we want to share with you a few
thoughts and tips...
•
•
•
•
•

Join the ‘Down Under Rally’, go to the Welcome Week presentations and then...GO EXPLORE, MEET GREAT 		
PEOPLE AND SEE GREAT THINGS!
Australia is an amazing place to explore with incredible wildlife, stunning scenery and some of the
most welcoming and friendly people we’ve ever met.
BE FLEXIBLE IN YOUR PLANS. Adjust your destinations and timings based on information youfind along the way,
and also make adjustments based on the weather.
Traveling by 4WD in Australia is very similar to cruising in your boat. You need to be self sufficient, and take the
same precautions as when you sail. You are often just a remote while on land as you are when you are on passage.
Your knowledge of boat systems sets you up very well for traveling in a 4WD or Caravan.
Water conservation, fuel management, house batteries with solar panels, DC refrigeration, GPS, and Satellite 		
phones are things that most of us have lots of experience with, so leverage all that hard earned knowledge.

Helpful Information for traveling around Australia:
• WikiCamps App: http://www.wikicamps.com.au
• Fuel Map App: http://fuelmap.com.au
• Snowy Mountains:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snowy_Mountains
• Davies Plain 4WD Track: http://www.4wdvictoria
org.au/iconic4wd/daviesplain.html
• Nullarbor:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nullarbor_Plain
• Outback Way: http://outbackway.org.au
• Toilet Finder App: iTunes App Store

Heidi & Joe aboard ‘Huck’... their much loved Shannon 44
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(like English but not quite!)

As you travel ‘Down Under’ you will be sure to hear a few words &
phrases being used that you will not likely have heard before.
Hopefully this guide will bring you up to speed!
Aerial Ping Pong = Australian Rules Football
Aggro = Describes someone or something aggressive or
aggression.
Air con = Air conditioning/conditioner
Ankle biters = Little children
Arvo = Afternoon
Avo = Short for avocado
Banger = Sausage
Barby = Or barbie; Grill or Barbecue Grill {short for barbecue};
Click here for more
Bathers = Swimming Suit
Bench = {Or “benchtop”} Counter or countertop, especially in
the kitchen
Bikie = Someone who rides a Harley Davidson, but most
commonly used to describe the member of a bikie gang
Bikkie = Cookie {short for biscuit}
Bloody = An adjective, used as an intensive: “Serves you
bloody right.”
Bloody oath = An expression used to stress a point or an
opinion: “Are you going to talk to him about the mess he
made?” “Bloody oath I am!”
Blow in = Someone who is uninvited {eg at a party or someone
who’s from out of town surfing}
Boardies = Slang for boardshorts, worn by surfers
Bonnet = Hood {engine end} of a car
Boot = Trunk end of a car
Bottle-o = A liquor store
Bowls = Lawn bowling
Bowl–o = Bowls Club
Brekkie = Breakfast: Also spelled brekky or breaky
Brisvegas = Nickname for Brisbane, Queensland
Brolly = Umbrella
Bub = Baby
Bucks = A bachelor party; The buck is the groom-to-be.
Read more here
Budgy smuggler = {Also: Budgie smuggler} Nickname for
Speedo swimming trunks for men

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Bum = Butt
Bush = Foresty-area
Bushie = Somebody who lives in the bush
B.Y.O. = Bring your own {alcohol/drinks}. There are some
unlicensed restaurants where you bring your own wine
{sometimes beer} into their establishment.
Corkage = The fee some restaurants will charge if you bring
your own cake for a party
Capsicum = What they call in America a green pepper, for
example, Aussies call it a {green} capsicum
Centre = Center
Cheque = A personal bank check
Cheeky = Saucy; bold; smart-alecky
Chemist = Pharmacy
Chewie = Chewing gum
Chippy = Carpenter
Chook = Chicken
Chrissy = Christmas
Chuck a sickie = Call in sick to work for a day off
Cleanskin = An unlabelled bottle of wine which usually costs a
lot less
The Coathanger = The Sydney Harbour Bridge
Colour = Color
Cook top = Stove
Cordial = Flavored liquid concentrate that you add water to,
similar to Kool-Aid {America}; available in a variety of flavors,
like lemon barley
Corkage = The fee a B.Y.O. restaurant will often charge for
each bottle {eg. wine} you bring into a restaurant that wasn’t
bought on the premises
Couldn’t be bothered = Something Aussies say when they
don’t want to do something: “I couldn’t be bothered going to
the supermarket today.”
Cozzie = Swimming suit
Crackka = Something that’s great
Crook = Ill or sick
Cubby house = Outdoor playhouse for children {or: cubby}
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Cup Day = The day everyone watches the Melbourne Cup
Cuppa = A hot beverage “Why don’t you come on over and
we’ll talk about it over a cuppa?”
Dag = Someone who doesn’t dress well and/or has unrefined
manners
Dead horse = Tomato sauce
Dear = Expensive
Defo = Short for “definitely”
Docket = Receipt or bill
Dog’s breakfast = A mess
Dog’s eye = Meat pie
Doona = Duvet {down- or fiber-filled quilt; comforter}
Draught = Pronounced “draft”, it’s just that. Just like Miller
Genuine Draft
Dummy = Pacifier {for a baby}
Dunny = Toilet {outdoors}
EFTPOS = Electronic Funds Transfer at Point of Sale. This is
called “direct debit” in America
Ensuite = Master bathroom {attached to the master bedroom}
Entree = Appetizer {“main” or main course is what the
American version of entree is called in Australia}
Esky = Ice cooler {some Americans call it an Igloo cooler}
Exy = Expensive
Fag = Cigarette
Fair dinkum = I haven’t yet heard this. If you do hear it, it
means true or genuine.
Fairy floss = Cotton candy
Fanny = Slang for the vagina. In North America, this is an old
way to say “butt.”
Feral = Someone who lives like they’re living out in the wild.
Fibre = Fiber
Fillet = Means the same thing, a strip of boneless meat/fish.
Aussies pronounce it with the t… {or: filet}
Flanno = Flannel
Flat out = Some Aussies say “Flat out like a lizard drinking” to
describe how supposedly busy they are.
Flat mate = Roommate
Flat white = Coffee with milk or cream.
Flavour = Flavor
Fly screen = Window screen
Foot path = Sidewalk
Footy = Australian rules football {the use of this varies in each
region of Australian}
Fussed = Bothered. “I just couldn’t be fussed calling him back
last night.”
Gas = LPG {Liquid Petroleum Gas}; You don’t get gas for your
car usually, but you do get gas for the barby.
Get stuffed = Piss off; get lost; go away
Going off = Something that’s going extremely well {eg the surf
or a party}. “I’m glad I woke up early for a surf because the surf
was really going off this morning.”
Good on ya = Great job or well done.
Grannie flat = A separate living accommodation, usually
attached to the home or in a separate building in the back of
the home.
Grommet = Someone who is new to surfing {usually a child}.
Hard yakka = Hard work
Heaps = A lot. “Thanks heaps!”
How ya going? = “How are you doing?”. Also means someone
is odd: “See that guy talking to that tree over there? He’s a bit
how ya going.”
Hungry Jack’s = Burger King
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Jelly = Jell-O
Joey = A baby kangaroo or the name for any baby marsupial,
including koalas and wombats.
Jumper = A pullover sweater
Kerb = Curb
Kindie = {Also: kindy} Kindergarten
Kip = Nap {also: in Dutch, a kip is a chicken}
Kiwi = Someone from New Zealand
Knackered = Pooped; Tired; Exhausted
Layby = Layaway
Light globe = Light bulb
Lippie = Lipstick
Lolly water = Soft drink
Loo = Toilet; Restroom
Loose cannon = Someone who is behaving out of control
Lounge room = Living room
Maccas = Nickname for McDonald’s {pronounced mă-kahs or
mackers}
Mad as a cut snake = A crazy or a very angry person
Mash = Mashed potatoes
Maths = Math or mathematics
Mate = Friend/Buddy
Mate’s rates = Discounted price for, e.g. work services, from a
friend.
Me = Depending on where you are and who you are talking to,
some Aussies say “me” in place of “my”, so instead of asking
“Where are my sunglasses?”, they might say “Where are me
sunnies?”
Metre = Meter
Mince – Ground Meat
Mould = Mold
Mozzies = {or: mossie} Mosquitoes
Nappies = Diapers
Neighbourhood = Neighborhood
Nits = Lice
No dramas = See “no worries”
No worries = It generally means “don’t worry about it” or “no
problem.”
Noughts & Crosses = Tic-Tac-Toe
Ocker = A person with poor social skills/manners.
Odour = Odor
Off your head = High on drugs. “Caz was totally off her head
last night at the party.”
On the DOL = Collecting unemployment payments from the
Department of Labour
On the piss = Drinking alcohol
One-off = Something that is one of a kind; made, happening or
done only once.
Outback = The barren lands
Paddle Pop = A popsicle-type frozen treat
Pash = Passionate kiss
Passion Pop = A cheap fizzy drink that some youth drink to
get drunk
Petrol = Gasoline; Fuel
Piss off = Go away; get stuffed; get lost
Pissed = Drunk.
Pokies = Poker machines
Poo man = Plumber
Poo tickets = Toilet paper
Postie = Postal worker
Power point = Power/electrical outlet
Pram = Stroller {babystroller}
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Prezzy = {or: pressie} A gift or a present
Pyjamas = Pajamas or pj’s
Reckon = Figure; think; assume. “I reckon the summer will be a
hot and dry one.”
Rego = Vehicle registration
Rellie/Relo = A relative, family member
Reno = Short for renovation
Ripper = Great
Ripping = When something {eg surfing} is done really, really
well {same as “killing it”}.
Rissole = Similar to a Hamburger Pattie
Rizzle = {or: rissle} RSL: Returned and Services League}
Rock ‘n’ Roll = Collecting unemployment payments from the
Department of Labour; Also said by Aussies “On the DOL”
Rock up = Arrive or show up: “He rocked up to the party at
about 11 last night.”
Rocket = {In food, eg salad} Arugula. See more about this here.
Rockmelon = Cantalope
Root = In Australia it is both a verb and a noun used instead of
saying having sex . So best not to say to a friend who is playing
a game, “I’m rooting for you.”
Ropeable = Very angry.
RSL = Returned and Services League .Also called the “Rizzle.”
Rubbish = Garbage. Also used to describe when something is
ridiculous: “That music is rubbish.”
Rug up = Bundle up to keep warm when it’s cold outside.
Salvo = Salvation Army
Sanger = Sandwich
Scratchies = Scratch lottery tickets
Script = Prescription
Schoolies = {also: Leavers} High-school graduates who have
completed their exams take a week-long vacation and this is
what the students are called. Read more here.
Schooner = Pronounced “skooner,” it’s a large beer glass,
generally holding a pint or more.
Scratchy = Scratch lottery ticket
Seppo = Originally a surfer term, a seppo {short for septic tank,
rhymes with Yank}.
Servo = Service/gas station
Shark biscuit = Boogie Board rider
She’ll be right = “Everything’s going to be OK.”
Shout = Someone’s turn to buy a round of drinks: “It’s your
shout, mate.”
Sickie = Calling in sick to work.
Smoko = Cigarette or coffee/tea break {a term used often on
construction sites}. Read more here.
Snag = Sausage
Snag bag = Sausage roll
Soft drink = Pop or soda beverage; Many Aussies I’ve met
in the Sydney-area don’t understand “pop”, but if you go to
America most Americans will understand - Check out this map
of what Americans call it per region…
Sook = Someone who sulks about an event or happening
Sparky = Electrician
Spewin’ = Very angry: “He’s so mad, he’s spewin’”
Spit the dummy = To throw a fit or get upset about something.
Stroppy = Unhappy / Angry
Stubbie = Bottle of beer
Stubbie holder = Beer cozy/holder
Sunnies = Sunglasses
Surfies = People who surf a lot
Suss = Size up or study something {ahead of time}; Or if
someone seems a bit suspicious, you can call them suss.
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Sweet = Something is really good. “The surf was sweet as.”
The point being you mentally fill in how sweet the surf was.
Swimmers = Bathing suit
Ta = Thanks a lot
TAFE = Training {or Technical} and Further Education. A school
where vocational education courses are offered. Tap = Faucet
Tax File Number = Social Security Number {U.S.A.}
Ten-pin bowling = Bowling {U.S.A.-style}
Terry towelling = Terry cloth.
The Lot = Aussies say this when they mean “everything”. A
burger with “the lot” means everything, for example. In this
case, that typically means the beef patty with beetroot, egg,
pineapple, cheese, bacon, onion, tomato {and/or tomato
sauce}.
“TheMrs.” = {also: “Me Mrs.”} Someone’s wife
Thongs = Flip-flops. Typically the favourite brand of thongs is
Havaianas.
Tin lids = Kids
Tinny = Small aluminium boat or a can of beer
Tip = The garbage dump
Torch = Flashlight
Tosser = A useless idiot; a wanker “Jono can’t do anything
right. What a tosser.”
Tracky = Tracksuit or sweats/sweat pants {also known as
trackies or tracky dacks - read more here}
Tradie = Tradesman/woman
Trolley = Shopping cart; cart
Turps = Turpentine {short for mineral turpentine}; Also refers
to alcohol “Did you get on the turps last night?”
Tyres = Tires {like on a vehicle}
Uluru = Aboriginal name for Ayers Rock.
Uni = University
Up the duff = Pregnant {usually referring to an unplanned
pregnancy}
Ute = Pickup truck or utility vehiclE
Veranda = Porch or balcony
Wanker = A ridiculous person
Whinge = Persistently and annoying complaining {somebody
who does this would be a “whinger”}.
Whiteant = To deter someone from buying or doing something
by criticizing it.
Windscreen = Windsheild {on a vehicle}
Wobbly = Behaviour that is either excitable or slightly off.
Woop Woop = Made up name for a tiny town in the middle of
nowhere.
Yank = An American. Not intended to be offensive at all.
Yeew! = A lot of Aussies saying this when they’re expressing
excitement
Yewy = U-turn
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Port Davey Charter with Hobart Yachts, Southwest National Park, TAS
Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia Photographer: Graham Freeman

The next thing you might be considering is “If we do go to
Australia where would we go next?”
Personally I don`t think just one season is enough time to
experience all that is on offer in Australia!
For instance the Australian island state of Tasmania (also
known as Van Diemen’s Land) is a fantastic destination
for a second ‘Summer Down Under’ and is on our ‘bucket
list’ as a cruising destination.

Some History about Tasmania
The first European to spy Tasmania was Dutch navigator
Abel Tasman, who bumped into it in 1642. He named this
new place Van Diemen’s Land after the Dutch East Indies’
governor. European contact with Tasmania increased
after the British arrived at Sydney Cove in 1788 - Van
Diemen’s Land was a convenient pit stop en route to New
South Wales. In 1798 Matthew Flinders circumnavigated
Van Diemen’s Land, proving it was an island.
In 1803, Risdon Cove on the Derwent River, became the
site of Australia’s second British colony. One year later the
settlement moved to the present site of Hobart, where
fresh water ran plentifully off Mt Wellington. Read more:
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/australia/tasmania/
history#ixzz3f4bVK3v4)
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Historic Gaol, Port Arthur, TAS
Mandatory Credit: Port Arthur Historic Site Management Authority (PAHSMA)

Tasmania, the closest ‘big’
island to Antarctica, boasts
lush, mountainous, secluded
anchorages and splendid
weather in the summer
© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Hanging Lake, Southwest National Park, TAS

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia
Photographer: Graham Freeman

A cruise-in-company provides an opportunity for visitors
from other parts of Australia and the world, as well as
the local cruising community, to undertake one of the
world's more adventurous and spectacular cruising experiences, supported by people with practical knowledge of
the Tasmanian coast and conditions.
A recent article in Sail World provides a great incite into
the Tasmanian Cruising Experience and the VDL-C can
be found at: http://www.sail-world.com/Rally-circumnavigates-Tasmania---five-weeks-and-800-nauticalmiles/81530
Once again S/V Nine of Cups, David & Marcie, have been
there done that! There account of their time in Tasmania
can be found at:
http://nineofcups.com/Australia_Tasmania.html
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Mount Wellington, Hobart, TAS

Mandatory Credit: Tourism Australia Photographer: Ellenor Argyropoulos
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‘S.V Windflower’ Cruising the Huon River, 2013

Mandatory Credit: Island Cruising Association
Photographer: Lyn Martin

The Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania The Van Diemen’s Land
Circumnavigation (VDL-C) Cruise is a well-established,
world-class event. Since 1990, it has been conducted
every two years or so by the Royal Yacht Club of Tasmania.

The event is a cruise-in-company involving an 800
nautical mile circumnavigation of Australia’s island state
of Tasmania, which is truly an Island of Surprises.

Ferguson Falls, Cradle Mountain Lake, St Clair National Park, TAS

Mandatory Credit: Tasmanian Walking Company/Great Walks of Australia
Photographer: Graham Michael Freeman
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PAPUA
NEW GUINEA

Louisiades, Papua New Guinea

Image courtesy of EcoSustainAbility Photographer: Daniel Parfitt

If however, you need to keep on moving, then ports such as Cairns in
North Queensland are the gateway to Papua New Guinea & SE Asia
For something different you could spend some time in
The Louisiades in Papua New Guinea.
The Louisiades, which are located just over 500nm to
the Northwest of Cairns, are a part of Milne Bay Province
of Papua New Guinea, consisting of over 200 islands.
Visiting this isolated community, it is easy to envisage
little change since Bouganville ‘discovered’ and Stanley
‘mapped’ the islands for European charts.
The communities have obviously lived on the islands
for many hundreds if not thousands of years with
skull caves and other sites indicating a long history of
settlement.
The link below provides a preview of a cruising guide to
the Louisiades that may be of interest. http://au.blurb.
com/books/3418197-cruising-in-the-louisiadespapua-new-guinea
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Raja Ampat, Indonesia

If SE Asia is calling, then after you have cruised the
Queensland coast and the Great Barrier Reef, you could
join the Multihull Solutions Sail2Indonesia Rally, which
departs Cairns early in July of each year.

SOUTHEAST
ASIA
Join the Wonderful Sail 2 Indonesia Rally and discover all
the best Indonesia sailing destinations. At many of the
rally destinations, you will also enjoy activities hosted by
the local people.

With 54,716km of coastline,
17,508 islands and over
300 languages, Indonesia is
the largest archipelago in the
world and a land of incomparable
diversity and beauty
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DOWN UNDER RALLY

\www.downunderrally.com/about-cruising-with-a-cause
Summer Down Under

www.downunderrally.com

Cruising with a Cause
What is Cruising with a Cause?

ANIMAL WELFARE IN NEW CALEDONIA

‘Cruiser’ is the term that has been adopted to describe those
who spend extended periods travelling by yacht. As cruisers
we tend to spend extended periods living in the country we
have voyaged to rather than just visiting it. This provides us
with the opportunity to become immersed in the culture of
the country rather than just observing it.
We get to visit all the mainstream tourist attractions as well
visiting some of the jewels that often lay off the beaten
track. It is however also true that when we venture off the
beaten track we sometimes are confronted by the realities of
life for those less fortunate than ourselves.
One of the questions we are often asked is:

“What should we take as gifts when we go
cruising?”
Many people have differing opinions about this. Items such
as pencils, crayons, colouring books, clothing & hats are all
common gifts that cruisers tend to give when they visit the
islands . There is nothing at all wrong with doing this the
children LOVE to receive these items.
The adults on the other hand appreciate the more essential
items such as a sack of flour and or rice, some eggs , a few
litres of long-life milk , canned meats and the like.
A balance of these types of gifts will be well received
and your experience will be enhanced as a result of your
generosity. What else can you do ? That’s what Cruising with
a Cause is all about!

IN 2017, THE DOWN UNDER RALLY IS RAISING
AWARENESS AND FUNDS FOR THE FOLLOWING
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The Down Under Rally
are now proud supporters & patrons of
Bien Naître Animal New Caledonia.

Why Bien Naître Animal New Caledonia?
Cruisers, Brent & Ana of Cat Impi are ambassadors for Bien Naître
Animal New Caledonia.
We first met Brent and Ana in 2016 when they attended an info
session about The Down Under ‘Go West’ Rally.
Brent & Ana subsequently joined the 2016 Down Under ‘Go West’
Rally from New Caledonia to Australia and they are spent the
2016 /2017 cyclone season cruising the East Coast of Australia.
We spent time with Brent & Ana in Bundaberg during the Down
Under Rally ‘Go West’ Welcome Week and they shared with us
their passion for this cause. We like many others decided we wanted
to help too!
Brent & Ana explained that the best way to help was to support
Bien Naître Animal.

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd

Cruising with a Cause

About Bien Naître Animal New Caledonia?
Bien Naître Animal is a nonprofit making organization with its primary
aim being the development of wellbeing for the cats and dogs in New
Caledonia. The organization aims to achieve this by firstly caring for
abandoned animals and secondly reducing the number of stray cats
and dogs by the implementation of a radical sterilization program.
As such its name is a French word play on these two aims: ‘Bienêtre’
means ‘well being’ and ‘Bien Naître’ means ‘to be born well’. Both are
pronounced the same in French.
Brent & Ana have spent the last two winters (2015 & 2016) exploring
the stunningly beautiful cruising grounds of New Caledonia, amidst
the largest UNESCO World Heritage Lagoon and they have written
this short introduction into how they have become involved with Bien
Naître Animal:
“On our first stay in 2015 we encountered an abandoned island
dog, Moose, who lives on Ilot Casy in Baie de Prony. Moose is
quite a character, refuses to leave his island and takes all visitors
on a walkabout of his beautiful nature reserve. We made a little
movie about this amazing dog and many of our friends and
followers continued to ask for updates on his wellbeing. We also
had a lot of grief from our friends for leaving him there as we
departed for New Zealand.

So upon our return the second year, we went as soon as possible
to Ilot Casy to find our dear friend Moose. We were horrified to

find him in bad health. We started a campaign to raise money for

a vet and were fortunate in having Guy Kane, an American-French
veterinary, fly to the island to care for Moose. There are not many
flying vets in New Caledonia!

Through Guy, we met Marie the founder of Bien Naître Animal
who is a trained vet but was paralysed for 18 months due to

an autoimmune disease. She fought her way back to mobility

but unfortunately is no longer strong enough to handle animals.
So she has put her efforts into caring for abandoned and stray
animals.

Her story is one of overcoming hardship and pain and

transforming this into an extraordinary care for our fellow planet
dwellers who cannot look after themselves. Our New Years

resolution for 2017 is to give Marie a helping hand through our
social media channels. Our many friends and followers have

shown us that they care and they Help Us to Help Others, no

longer just YouTube followers but actively involved in helping this
little slice of paradise to being even more perfect.”

How can you help ?
If you would like to become a member of Bien Naître Animal and
contribute to the sterilization and protection of animals in New
Caledonia please go to the following website:
www.animal.nc/adhesion
We look forward to having you ‘come aboard’ and we hope that with
the help of the cruising community our next sequel to the movie,
‘Moose, the Abandoned Island Dog’, shows the development of a
mature animal welfare organization on the outer islands of New
Meet ‘Moose’, the abandoned island dog

Caledonia...beautiful places, where all animals are cared for.

2017 DOWN UNDER RALLY DONATION

For every vessel that registered as a participant in the 2017 Down Under ‘Go East’ Rally, the Down Under Rally
donated the cost of a one year membership $36.00 (AUD) to Bien Naître Animal New Caledonia.

Total Raised in 2017 by the Down Under Rally = $936.00!

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
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SAILORS WITH DISABILITIES
Most people who are reading this article have a love of not just sailing but of the adventures and
discoveries sailing has provided them with.
If that sounds like you and you would like to ‘give a little back’ during your visit Down Under, we
encourage you to contact ‘Sailors with disABILITIES, (SWD) and offer to share a little of your time
to help these wonderful people experience the joy and possibilities that sailing offers.
There are many ways you can help make a difference and possibly change the life, or just brighten
the day of someone who is living with a disability or a disadvantage.
It might be as simple as sharing your cruising stories or offering to be crew for a few hours aboard
one of the SWD vessels whilst you are in Australia.

Coming to Australia & Interested to help?
For more information go to: www.sailorswithdisabilities.com/get-involved-new
Or contact Sailors with disABILITIES on:
If dialling from outside Australia: +61 421 725 170
If dialling from within Australia: 0421 725 170

DOWN UNDER RALLY ANNOUNCEMENT:
For every vessel that registers as a participant in the 2017 Down Under ‘Go West’ Rally,
the Down Under Rally will donate the amount of $25.00 (AUD) to this wonderful cause.

Why $25.00?
Summer Down Under

www.downunderrally.com

That is what it costs to take one person sailing for a day with SWD. That one day
has proven for some children, youths and adults with disabilities, and those at a
disadvantage, to be the catalyst for a more optimistic outlook, personal growth and
improved outlook on life.
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BORDER CONTROL

Information for participants of the
Down Under Rally 2017
Pre – Arrival Notification
If you're travelling by boat the master of a vessel arriving in Australia is required by law to give
notice of impending arrival at least 96 hours before arrival. Penalties may apply for failure to do
so.

How to let us know you're coming
You can give 96 hours notice by either:
•

Sending an email to yachtreport@border.gov.au

•

Sending a fax to +61 2 6275 5078

•

Phone us on +61 2 6246 1325

What you need to tell us
You will need to provide:
•

the name of your craft

•

the craft's country and port of registration

•

your intended first port of arrival

•

your estimated arrival time

•

the last four ports you visited

•

the details of people on board including name, date of birth, nationality and passport
number

•

details of any illness or disease recently encountered

•

if you have any animals on board

•

if you have any firearms on board

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
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BORDER CONTROL

Requirements for yachts and pleasure craft
The information contained on this page applies to the non-commercial use of pleasure craft, motor
sailors and motor cruisers and provides an outline of the procedures and legal requirements
which apply to the Master of these vessels arriving in and departing from Australia.
If you are in charge of any of the above mentioned craft, you are considered the Master of the
craft, even if you are not its owner and the owner is on board.
Whether you are a returning resident, migrating to Australia or a visitor, you need to comply with
entry requirements. You can help speed this up if you follow these simple steps:
1. Make sure each person on board has a valid visa and passport;
2. You are required by law to notify the Department before you arrive (see previous page).
3. Clearly display the International Pratique Q-flag and travel directly to an appointed boarding
station (vessels may be required to anchor and await further instructions)
4. Complete the Arrival forms and Incoming Passenger Card.
Australia has strict laws to protect its citizens and natural environment. Penalties may be imposed
if you breach those laws by illegally importing:
•

Drugs;

•

Animal or plant material;

•

Firearms, weapons or ammunition;

•

Protected wildlife and products made from them;

•

Some food items; and

•

Some medicinal products including Performance Enhancing Drugs.

Please read this information carefully.

Berthing
The Department of Immigration and Border Protection and the Department of Agriculture and
Water Resources clearance must be completed prior to going ashore.
•

Please stay on board. No persons other than a Biosecurity Officer or a Border Force
Officer is allowed to board your craft, nor can any person, animal or article leave the craft
until you have been given full clearance;

•

Depending on your arrival time, the Department of Immigration and Border Protection and
the Department of Agriculture and Water Resources may require all persons to remain on
board overnight before clearing you the following day;

•

Don't throw any waste or foodstuffs overboard while you're in Australian waters or while
you are moored.

For up to date information go to:
www.border.gov.au
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BORDER CONTROL
•

Keep all food and animals secure until your vessel has been inspected by Biosecurity
Officers

•

Don't trade foodstuffs with other overseas vessels;

•

Keep your vessel free of insects.

To go ashore without prior clearance is an offence. Contact with other vessels in port prior to
clearance is also prohibited.

Your stay
When you arrive in Australia, there are a number of clearance options depending on when you
intend to leave. If you intend to leave within twelve months, you may be granted a Control Permit,
asked to provide a security for temporary importation or to formally import the craft.
All options provide access to Australian waters and lands.

Control Permits
A Control Permit will be issued to the Master of the craft if the Department of Immigration and
Border Protection (DIBP) is satisfied the craft is transiting Australia for non-commercial purposes.
Control Permits may be issued for a period of 12 months, or the length of the Master's visa,
whichever is less. Extension of the permit may be granted on application, provided that you meet
eligibility requirements and have an appropriate visa.
A person eligible to apply for a Control Permit must be a tourist or a temporary resident of
Australia. Australian citizens are not eligible for a Control Permit unless they have overseas
residency. Satisfactory evidence of overseas residency is required.
For a Control Permit to be issued, the craft must meet the following criteria:
•

the craft must have arrived from overseas and will be scheduled to depart for overseas

•

the craft must have arrived under its own power and not as cargo

•

the craft must be transiting Australia for non-commercial purposes i.e. is not engaged in
the commercial carriage of cargo or passengers

•

the craft may be privately or corporately owned (however, a Control Permit is not granted
where a craft is owned by a corporation and more than 50% of the owners of the
corporation are Australian residents)

•

the craft must not be employed for any activities of a commercial nature (e.g. charter, hire
or lease)

•

the craft, or parts of the craft, are not to be offered for sale, sold or otherwise disposed of.

However, the craft may remain in Australia for repair or refit.
Control Permits are not issued if the vessel is owned or operated by an Australian resident unless
exceptional circumstances apply.
If circumstances of the craft's presence in Australia change, you are required to advise DIBP.
Failure to do so can result in a Control Permit being revoked and the vessel being deemed
imported at which time payment of duty and tax will be required.

© 2017 Down Under Rally Pty Ltd
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www.border.gov.au
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What if the Master wants to fly home and come back later?
This is possible but you must advise DIBP and make arrangements for appropriate control over
the vessel.
Further information can be obtained from the DIBP office at your intended port of arrival.

Temporary importation of vessels
If your visa allows you to reside in Australia for a limited period you may be required to temporarily
import a craft into Australia. Temporary importation without paying customs duty and tax is subject
to:
•

The vessel being exported within 12 months of arrival; and

•

A security in cash or an appropriate bank guarantee being provided equal to the duty and
tax that would otherwise be payable.

When do I get my security back?
If a cash security has been given and a cash refund is sought it will be necessary for you to give
advance notice to DIBP at the proposed port of departure before you leave.
Further information can be obtained from the DIBP office at your intended port of arrival.

Formal Importation
If you are an Australia citizen, permanent resident of Australia or migrating to Australia on a craft
purchased outside Australia, importation of the craft is required. Customs duty and tax are
payable on any craft imported into Australia upon its arrival.
Vessels requiring importation will be restricted to the Port of Bundaberg until importation
formalities are finalised.

Arrival into the Port of Bundaberg
Please contact the Volunteer Marine Rescue Bundaberg on the following to provide updated
ETA’s when within range. They will then provide these details to the Australian Border Force and
relay any instructions if required. A listening watch is maintained between 0600-1800hrs daily.
Call Sign:

VMR 488

VHF Channels: 16,21,67,22,80,81
HF Channels:

2524, 4125, 6215

Bundaberg District Office – Australian Border force
PH: +61 (0)7 4331 7200
Email: bundaberg@border.gov.au

For up to date information go to:
www.border.gov.au
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Departure from Australia
Prior to departure from Australia, Australian Border Force clearance is required. This is available at any
appointed port. Australian Border Force should be contacted in advance to avoid unnecessary delay. It
is an offence to depart without clearance.

Requirements for departure
•
•

Passports and completed Outgoing Passenger card for all persons on board;
Masters of Australian or imported vessels may be required to ‘enter’ the vessel for export if the
craft is to be sold or positioned overseas.

Registering Craft - the Registrar of Ships
Masters of foreign craft not registered under the law of a foreign country must make a declaration
about the nationality of their craft when leaving Australia.
All Australian craft or vessels, irrespective of size or type whether owned by an Australian citizen or by
an Australian company, must be registered before leaving Australia. State registration does not meet
this requirement.
It is necessary to apply for registration of your craft several weeks before leaving Australia.
Unregistered craft will not receive Australian diplomatic protection while overseas.
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ARRIVAL DOCUMENTATION

DOCUMENTS THAT YOU WILL NEED TO COMPLETE
ON ARRIVAL IN AUSTRALIA
Incoming Passenger Card
Travellers arriving in and departing from Australia are required under Australian law to identify themselves
and provide certain information through the completion of a passenger card.
The card looks like the one in the sample below:

E
L
P
M
A
S

Incoming passenger card

•

Australia

PLEASE COMPLETE IN ENGLISH WITH A BLUE OR BLACK PEN

Family/surname
Given names

Passport number

Flight number or name of ship
Intended address in Australia

Yes

5 AND ANSWER EVERY QUESTION

– IF UNSURE, Yes

5

Are you bringing into Australia:
1. Goods that may be prohibited or subject to restrictions, such as
medicines, steroids, illegal pornography, firearms, weapons or illicit drugs?
2. More than 2250mL of alcoholic beverages or 50 cigarettes or 50g of
tobacco products?
3. Goods obtained overseas or purchased duty and/or tax free in Australia
with a combined total price of more than AUD$900, including gifts?
4. Goods/samples for business/commercial use?
5. AUD$10,000 or more in Australian or foreign currency equivalent?
Note: If a customs or police officer asks, you must report travellers cheques,
cheques, money orders or other bearer negotiable instruments of any amount.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

11. Were you in Africa, South/Central America or the Caribbean in the last 6 days? Yes

No

6.
7.

State

Do you intend to live in Australia for
the next 12 months?
If you are NOT an Australian citizen:

PLEASE

No

Do you have tuberculosis?

Yes

No

Do you have any criminal conviction/s?

Yes

No

DECLARATION
The information I have given is true, correct and
complete. I understand failure to answer any
questions may have serious consequences.

Meat, poultry, fish, seafood, eggs, dairy, fruit, vegetables?
Grains, seeds, bulbs, straw, nuts, plants, parts of plants, traditional
medicines or herbs, wooden articles?
8. Animals, parts of animals, animal products including equipment, pet food,
eggs, biologicals, specimens, birds, fish, insects, shells, bee products?
9. Soil, items with soil attached or used in freshwater areas
e.g. sports/recreational equipment, shoes?
10. Have you been in contact with farms, farm animals, wilderness areas
or freshwater streams/lakes etc in the past 30 days?

YOUR SIGNATURE

Day

Month

Year

TURN OVER
THE CARD
English

Small Craft Arrival Report
The Small Craft Arrival Report consists of four pages (Perforated Pages 71-74 in this magazine) that you will be
required to complete and hand over to the Border Control Officers when they arrive on your boat to process your arrival.
You are NOT REQUIRED to complete or submit these card before you arrive, however, for those of you who would like
to complete it prior to your arrival in Australia, The Down Under Rally will be leaving a quantity of these cards at the
Port Moselle Marina Office in Noumea, New Caledonia.
You are NOT REQUIRED to complete or submit these card before you arrive. If you are unable to get one of these cards
(one card per person on board is required), PLEASE DO NOT BE CONCERNED, as the Australian Border Force officers
will provide you with them on arrival. We suggest that in order to expedite your clearance, you complete as much of
the form as you can before your arrival in Australia, rather than keeping the officials waiting while you do so.
If you have a printed copy of ‘Go West’ Magazine, you can fill out the details on the forms and leave them attached to
your magazine for safe keeping. As you fill out the form, if you come across a question that you are unsure of, LEAVE IT
BLANK and ask the officers to help you when they arrive.
Once the forms are completed and you have arrived in Australia, you can then tear them out of the magazine and
hand them over to the Border Control Officers.
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Smallcraft Arrival Report

Vessel Details
Name of Vessel

Call Sign
Mobile Number

E-mail Address
Sail Number

Official Number

Port and Country Registered

Arrival Details
Port of Arrival

Date & Time of Arrival

Intended length of stay in Australia

Intended Last port in Australia

Last six ports before Australia

Dates of Departure

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

Vessel Type and Size
Vessel Type

(tick appropriate vessel)

Rig Type

(tick appropriate rig)

Length (metres)

Sailing Yacht
Cutter

Overall

Yawl

Waterline
(m)

Motor Sailer

Motor Launch

Beam
(m)

Hull Material

Sloop

Schooner

Ketch

Other (specify)

Draught
(m)

Number
(m) of Masts
Nett/Registered
Tonnage

Other (specify)

Number
of Hulls
Gross Tonnage

Construction Details (if known)
Builder/Designer/
Designer Name

Year Built

Colours
Masts

Sail Covers

Hull

Deckhouse

Superstructure

Sails

Hull

Deck

(above w/line)
(below w/line)

Other Identifying Features
Include Hull Stripes, logos, Radar Dome location, Windvanes, Dinghy colour and locations

Details of Owner
Owner
Contact Phone Numbers

(include mobile and satphone numbers)

Address
B333 (Nov 2015)

MASTER

1

Given Names
Sex M/F

Item

11
12
13
14

4

5

6

7

Item

Passport Number

If insufficient space, please attach sheet with additional details

10

3

Ref

9

Serial Number

2

Make/Model

eg. Motorola M102 UHF/VHF transceiver

8

eg. RADIO

Country of Birth

1

Ref
eg. 123456

Date of Birth

Electronic Equipment (For example - Radio, Radar, EPIRB, Computer, TV, Stereo, etc.)

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

Family Name

Ref

Details of Persons on board (Please list Master first)

Make/Model

Nationality

Serial Number

Official Use Only

Cargo Intended for Discharge in Australia
Yes

No

Firearms on Board (please specify)
Description including Make/Model

Quantity

Value A$

Serial Number

Official Use Only

Narcotic and Restricted Drugs on Board (please specify)
Description of Drug

Quantity

Where Stored

Official Use Only

Alcohol and Tobacco related Ship’s Stores (please specify)
Description

Quantity

Official Use Only
Released

Duty Paid

Remarks

Beer/Stout
Brandy
Other Spirits
Wine
Other (Specify)
Cigarettes
Cigars/Tobacco
NOTE: GOODS ON BOARD MAY ONLY BE REMOVED WITH PRIOR PERMISSION FROM
DEPARTMENT OF IMMIGRATION AND BORDER PROTECTION
Animals on Board
Number

Description
Official Use Only

Returning Australian Vessels Only
Port Departed from in Australia
Details of any structural alterations or equipment upgrades made since departure from Australia

WARNING: A FALSE OR MISLEADING STATEMENT TO AN OFFICER OF CUSTOMS IS AN OFFENCE
Declaration (* Master only if Owner not on board at time of declaration - please cross out as appropriate)
I,
*Master/Owner of the
*Master/Owner’s signature

declare that all particulars stated on this report are true and correct.
Date

DEPARTMENT OF IMMIGRATION AND BORDER PROTECTION USE ONLY Safety, Capability and Intentions
Engines
Type

Number

Make/Model

Fuel

Horsepower

Speed under power Range under power

Main
Auxiliary

Fuel Tank Capacity

kmh/knots

km/nm

litres/gallons

kmh/knots

km/nm

litres/gallons

Safety Equipment
Life Raft Make

Life Raft Length

EPIRB Make/Model

Outboard Motor HP

Flares (Quantity)

Water Tank Capacity

Life Jackets (Quantity)

Life Buoys (Quantity)

Metres/Feet

Dinghy Make

Dinghy Length

Litres/gallons

Metres/Feet

Alterations/work intended to be done on vessel in Australia

NOTE: If THE COST OF WORK/PARTS EXCEEDS A$2000 SOME EXPORT DOCUMENTATION IS REQUIRED
Name and Addresses of Contacts or Family in Australia

Arrival Details
Boarding Details: Place

Officers

Input Details: Place

Craft
ID C

Date
Movement
ID
I

/

Data Input

Time

/

/

am/pm

Time input

/

am/pm

Programmed moves of vessel and intentions of Master in Australia

Cruising Permit

Yes

Port to Port
Clearance

Yes

Imported

No
No

Issued at

Date
Issued

/

Departure Details

Conditions

Photograph

In Office

Yes

No

Date of
Issue

/

/

Port of Importation

Date deemed
Imported

Date
Entry Lodged

/

/

Security Type

Expiry Date of
Temporary Import

/
/

/

Conditions

/

SMALLCRAFT DEPARTURE REPORT
Officers
Craft
ID
On Board

Changes to vessel or work done since arrival

Signature of officer of Customs

/

Destination Port

Date
Movement
ID

C

I

Other:

Details of persons on board for departure (only give changes to list on page two)

Remarks

/

Issuing Port

Boarding Details: Place
Input Details: Place

Date of
Expiry

/

Permanent
Temporary

Clearance
Granted

Security
Type

Data Input

/
/

Number of People
on Board

/
/

Time
am/pm

Time input
am/pm
Photograph

Yes

No

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE & WATER RESOURCES

ARRIVING DOWN UNDER!
Disclaimer:

The Down Under Rally has prepared the following information with the view to assist vessels that are planning to arrive in Australia.
Whist we have consulted with local department officers, the information contained herein may not reflect the policies of the various
departments. At all times we have endeavoured to ensure the accuracy of the information provided at the time of publication, however we
cannot guarantee that the information has not changed, been updated or that it is absolutely correct and as such we take no responsibility
for anything, which might be misleading or incorrect. We encourage you to seek your own advice through the websites of the various
Government Departments using the following web link: Department of Agriculture &Water Resources:
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/biosecurity/avm/vessels/non-commercial-vessels - what-can-you-bring-in-on-a-vessel-including-yachts-and-superyachts)

What happens when you arrive
in Australia?
All vessels arriving, both commercial and non-commercial for effect
of the Biosecurity Act 2015, from an overseas destination or have come
in contact with international vessels must enter Australia through a
port designated as a first point of entry and require inspection from a
biosecurity officer.
All vessels must comply with Australian Border Force pre-arrival
reporting conditions (See Australia Border Force Information for
participants of the 2017 Down Under Rally).
When you arrive in Australia, a biosecurity officer from the department
will board your vessel to ask questions, assess documents and conduct
a physical inspection. The outcome of these activities is for the vessel
to receive pratique and be released from biosecurity control and
no longer subject to biosecurity restrictions. This will occur once all
biosecurity risks have been managed such as timber pests, food, plant
material, animals and/or human health concerns.
For more detailed information about the process and/or biosecurity
risks, please refer to the departments website:
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/biosecurity/avm/vessels/noncommercial-vessels - what-can-you-bring-in-on-a-vessel-includingyachts-and-superyachts
All vessels with timber components entering Australia must be
inspected for timber pests, whether the vessel is sailed in, itinerant,
a returning Australian vessel or imported as cargo. When a vessel is
sailed in, the inspection of timber components is likely to be included
as part of the arrival inspection.
If the inspection of timber components cannot be performed on

Why all the fuss?
For well over a century, biosecurity has played a critical role in
reducing the risk and shaping Australia to become one of the few
countries in the world to remain free from the world’s most severe
pests and diseases.
While our geographical isolation has played a key role in maintaining
this status, our isolation as an island nation is rapidly changing as the
barriers of time and distance become less relevant and international
travel and trade increase.
With more than 60,000 kilometres of coastline offering a variety
of pathways for exotic pests and diseases, the Department of
Agriculture and Water Resources screens, inspects and clears the
millions of people, mail parcels, baggage, ships, animals, plants and
cargo containers entering Australia every year using X-ray machines,
surveillance, and, of course, the instantly recognizable detector dogs.
Australia works across the full continuum of biosecurity with preborder, border and post-border measures. The department uses
a range of sophisticated technologies and approaches including,
research, shared international resources and intelligence, to help
prevent the introduction and spread of disease.
Surveillance and monitoring of risk areas is also critical along with
border control activities, which focus on intercepting and managing
potential biosecurity threats at Australian airports, seaports, and
international mail centres.
Today, biosecurity controls at Australia’s borders minimize the risk
of exotic pests and diseases entering Australia and protects our
agriculture export industries as well as our unique environment, native
flora and fauna, our tourism industries and lifestyle.

arrival, the inspection must be completed within 14 days. Your
certificate of pratique will note the port for your return.
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Department of Agriculture & Water
Resources (DAWR) - (aka Quarantine) Fees
For the most up to date fees and charges we recommend you visit the
department’s website using this link:
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/biosecurity/avm/vessels/noncommercial-vessels - fees-and-charges
In general, however, the fee charged would be relevant to how
long the officer spends carrying out the inspection and the relevant
documentation associated with the inspection. The only set fee is
a vessel arrival levy of $100 for non-commercial vessels (yachts). In
addition to the arrival levy you will be charged at the rate of $50.00
AUD for every 15 minutes the officer spends inspecting your vessel.

Payment of Fees
If you have registered as a participant in the 2017 Down Under ‘Go
West’ Rally, the Down Under Rally Pty Ltd will be paying the cost of the
initial Biosecurity pratique inspection & initial timber inspection on
your behalf. (Excluding overtime fees if applicable)
Overtime Fees: What if I arrive out of normal working hours?
Normal working hours are considered to be:

Not Permitted:
•

Red meat from all countries other than Vanuatu & New Zealand

•

Pork and chicken

•

Eggs

•

NO - egg products containing greater than 10% egg

•

NO Dairy - only from foot & mouth free countries

•

Fresh fruit and vegetables will not be allowed to remain on board

			
To see FMD free country list visit:
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/biosecurity/legislation/newbiosecurity-legislation/bio-legislation/fmd-free-country-list

What about the Vessel inspection?
All vessels will be subject to a thorough initial visual inspection of all
items made of timber on the vessel.
The items below will be inspected for infestation and include:
•

Wood that is part of the vessel’s construction

•

Wood that is part of the vessel’s inventory (such as loose pieces or
wood or timber)

•

Wood products that are on board the vessel (such as souvenirs)

6:30am – 6:30pm Monday – Friday (excluding public holidays)

Goods that may be confiscated:

To avoid overtime fees, ensure your arrival is on a weekday. For arrivals

•

after hours during the week, you will be cleared as soon as practicable
the following day.

onboard the vessel
•

Food Items:
Permitted:
•

Red Meat: Raw, Frozen or Cooked. ONLY beef, lamb & deer from
Vanuatu and New Zealand will be allowed to stay on board,

We suggest that in regard to your souvenirs (specifically anything
with seeds, pig tusks or feathers, post them back to your country

Bringing goods into Australia:
What can I bring and what can’t I bring?

Goods with evidence of live insects will not be permitted to remain

of origin or anywhere except Australia before departing for 		
Australia
•

Wooden carvings will be inspected for evidence of borer holes or
insects. All bark products are prohibited.

Suggestions as to how you can help
speed up the inspection & save $$
Before your arrival:

however, these items MUST be commercially labeled, unopened

To help reduce the risk of bio-fouling entering Australian waters on

and clearly show the country of origin

your vessel you should clean your vessels hull and any equipment that

•

Fish - YES

has been in contact with seawater at your last port of call or within

•

Cooked & frozen fruits/vegetable will be assessed on the day of

one week prior to arriving in Australia.

clearance
•

Commercially frozen fruit / vegetables

•

Bee Products - ONLY those which are commercially packaged and

vessel for insects, pests or vermin and if any are found exterminate

free of biological contaminants

them and eradicate any sign of their having been present and

All dry stores such as rice, flour etc. are permitted, however, all will

declare this information to the inspecting biosecurity officer.

•

be checked for contamination/ infestation
•

Dairy from Foot & Mouth Disease free countries
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•

•

Perform a thorough inspection (every nook & cranny) of your 		

Eat or dispose of all non-permitted fresh produce and meats
before entering Australian waters
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•
•

Ensure all areas of the vessel are accessible for inspection,

•

Know your vessels travel history from the last 10 years (if possible

particularly timber surfaces

of course) as questions will be asked in related to the timber pest

As soon as practical move all items that will need to be moved to

inspection. It can make a faster inspection if the master doesn’t

allow for inspection of the vessel

have to look through logbooks

For example if you have sails stored on a berth that has a number
of timber base move these so that the base can be easily inspected.
Remember, if the officials are waiting for you to clear away or
move items so they can complete their inspection time is passing,
time you are paying for in 15-minute increments!

If you are anything like us your boat can be pretty untidy after an
ocean passage, which is understood by all, but it should be AS TIDY
AS POSSIBLE AND CLEAN! Remember what they say about first
impressions.

On Arrival
•

Wash and bag separately recyclable materials. Have the bag open
though so the biosecurity officer can assess the contents. If free of

•

bins at the marina.

person, animal or article leave the vessel until you have been given

Double bag all organic waste left on board after entering

full clearance
•

To go ashore without prior clearance is an offence
•

Officer

•

Don’t throw any waste or foodstuffs overboard while you’re in 		
Australian waters

Have souvenirs unwrapped and out of any other packaging for
•

inspection

Depending on your arrival time all persons may be required to
remain on board overnight before clearing you the following day.

Have your vacuum cleaner emptied of dirt or the replaceable bag
put in the organics bag of waste for collection by a Biosecurity

•

Stay on board. No persons other than the officials involved with
your clearance are allowed to board you vessel, nor can any

Australian waters
•

•

biosecurity risk material these bags can then go into the recycling

All rubbish or not permitted items should be double bagged and
stored below decks to prevent spillage

Have all shoes cleaned of dirt

Table 1: Maritime Vessel Charges
Fee Item

Unit

Pratique fee (document
assessment only) for vessels ≥ 25m

Charges to 30 Nov 2015

Unit

Charges from 1 Dec 2015

Per vessel

$850.00

-

-

Pratique fee (document assessment and up to
2 hours inspection) for vessels ≥ 25m

Up to 2 hours

$1200.00

-

-

Pratique fee for vessels < 25m

Up to 1.5 hours

$380.00

-

-

Additional inspection

Per 15 minutes
(after 2 hours)

$45.00

-

-

Vessel arrival charge < 25m

-

-

Per vessel

$100.00

Vessel arrival charge ≥ 25m

-

-

Per vessel

$720.00

In office fee

-

-

15 minutes

$30.00

Out of office fee

-

Day rate (7.5 hours)

Per day

-

15 minutes

$50.00

$900.00

Per day

$1000.00

Charges to 30 Nov 2015

Unit

Charges from 1 Dec 2015

$16.00

15 minutes

$15.00

Table 2: Overtime Charges
Fee Item

Unit

Overtime Weekday

15 minutes

Overtime Weekday (non-continuous)

3 hours (minimum)

$192.00

15 minutes
(minimum)

$30.00

Overtime Weekend / Public Holiday
(non-continuous)

3 hours (minimum)

$288.00

15 minutes
(minimum)

$40.00

Overtime Weekend / Public Holiday
(non-continuous)

15 minutes

$24.00

15 minutes

$20.00

Overnight Fee

Per night

$150.00

-

-
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Biosecurity: Vessel Clearance
Cost Recovery Redesign
Overview
The department has redesigned its cost recovery arrangements with new fees and levies coming into effect on
1st December 2015. This fact sheet has been developed to provide you with an overview of the key changes to charges
relating to vessel clearance. This document should be read in conjunction with the department’s Charging Guidelines
and the Biosecurity Cost Recovery Implementation Statement (CRIS).

Key Changes
Vessel arrival charges
All maritime vessels entering into Australia will pay an arrival levy. Vessels less than 25 metres will pay $100 on arrival
and vessels 25 metres or more will pay $720.00 on arrival. This levy replaces the pratique fee previously charged upon
arrival. Inspection fees will be charged in addition to the arrival levy.

Fee for Service
A standard fee of $30.00 per 15 minutes will apply for all activities performed in-office, including assessing ballast water
risks and quarantine pre-arrival reports (QPARs). A standard fee of $50.00 per 15 minutes will be applied to all activities
performed out-of-office, including vessel inspections.

Overtime
Overtime changes have been standardised for activities undertaken outside of the department’s standard span of hours,
which are weekdays between 6:30am and 6:30pm, where the activity is delivered. All activities undertaken outside of
the department standard span of hours will incur the relevant fee for service charge in addition to overtime charges
(Table 2).

Further Information
The Biosecurity CRIS, Charging Guidelines and other supporting material can be found on the department’s website at
agriculture.gov.au/costrecovery or by emailing costrecovery@agriculture.gov.au.

T 1800 065 165
E costrecovery@agriculture.gov.au
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18 Marcus Clarke Street		
Canberra City ACT 2601		

GPO Box 858
Canberra ACT 2601

agriculture.gov.au/costrecovery
ABN 24 113 085 695
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YOU GOTTA BE IN IT TO WIN IT!
PRIZE POOL VALUED AT OVER $6000!

Here a just a few of the prizes that you could win if you join the Down Under ‘Go West’ Rally!*

2 x VOUCHERS

FREE LIFT + FREE WATERBLAST

AQUALUMA SERIES
UNDERWATER
LIGHTS x 2

FREE LIFT + FREE WATERBLAST
+ 5 DAYS ON HARDSTAND

valued at

TOTAL VALUE

1 x VOUCHERS

$ 1460

$ 2500

PREDICTWIND

AUSTRALIA’S
GREATEST BOATYARD

12 MONTHS
PRO
SUBSCRIPTION

• FREE HAUL OUT
• FREE WATERBLAST
• UP TO 3 x FREE DAYS ON
THE HARDSTAND

valued at

$ 499

CANVAS/UPHOLSTERY
CREDIT VOUCHER
valued at

$250

valued at

• Conditions apply
• Subject to availability
• Not to be used in conjunction
with any other offer

$1000

(VALID THROUGH TO DECEMBER 2018)

CAPTAINS CHANDLERY

$250 VOUCHER

* Participants must be present during Welcome Week - 6th - 12th November 2017 in order to be included in the prize draws
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NEW CALEDONIA OR VANUATU TO AUSTRALIA
“The primary goal of the Down Under ‘Go West’ Rally is to provide those who are heading
‘Down Under’ with a professional & informative introduction to Australia and to ensure
you receive current and accurate information prior to your departure and when you arrive.”

JOIN THE 2017 ‘GO WEST’ RALLY GET THESE GREAT BENEFITS
Your standard Australian yacht clearance fees
are INCLUDED in the Rally Entry Fee.
• The Down Under Rally will pay the fees associated 		
with the initial biosecurity pratique & timber inspection
of all vessels that are registered participants of the
2017 Down Under ‘Go West’ Rally who arrive in the Port
of Bundaberg, during normal working hours, between 		
1st October 2017 & the 10th November 2017.
• Down Under Rally Guide to Visiting Australia, which includes
our comprehensive Australian Arrival Instructions.
• SSB / HF Radio Position Reporting for passage to Australia.
• Free Down Under Rally Welcome Week events - including
cruising Down Under presentations.
• The chance to WIN PRIZES valued at over $6000.00 		
including 4 x free haul outs.
• Meet and mingle with friendly local cruisers with valuable
knowledge.
• Down Under Cruisers Rally T-shirts x 2
• Down Under Rally Flag x 1

• Port Moselle Marina, New Caledonia - 15% Discount on 		
Marina Fees for up to 15 days.
• Scarborough Marina - 10% Discount on Marina Fees on 		
your first visit. Extra discounts also offered on Haul Outs,
Hardstand and the long stays at the marina.
• Kenco Galvanizing in Bundaberg - 10% discount off 		
galvanising your anchor and or anchor chain.
• Captains Chandlery Bundaberg - 5% discount on all 		
purchases.
• Free rigging inspection when you visit Everything Marine at
the Boat Works Gold Coast

You Choose your own date of departure from
New Caledonia or Vanuatu. The Bundaberg Port Marina
will be open to participants in the 2017 Down Under
‘Go West’ Rally from 1st October - 10th November 2017
Rally participants are free to arrive in Bundaberg at
anytime during this period.

DISCOUNTS & SPECIAL OFFERS FROM
OUR RALLY PARTNERS INCLUDING:
• Bundaberg Port Marina - 15% Discount on Marina Fees for
the first 15 days plus other great offers for extended stays*
• Bundaberg Port Marina Hardstand deals
(get up to 1 week free hardstand)
• Bundaberg Port Marina Dry Storage deals
(Pay for 3 months and get an extra 4 week free).

Summer Down Under

www.downunderrally.com

RALLY ENTRY FEE: AUD$495.00
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